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Abstract

We establish existence and continuity properties in a model of dynamic
elections with a discrete (countable) state space and general policies and
preferences. We provide conditions under which there is a representative
voter in each state, and we give characterization results in terms of the
equilibria of an associated “representative voting game.” When the con-
ditions for these results are not met, we provide examples that uncover
new classes of dynamic political failures. The tractability of the model is
illustrated in several applications, including a model of public investment
with two economic states, a model of ideological politics with two demo-
graphic states, and a model of changing politician valence that captures
either experience or corruption.
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1 Introduction

The development of dynamic models of elections is critical for our understand-
ing of the interplay between politics and dynamic processes such as economic
growth and cycles, the evolution of income inequality, and transitions to democ-
racy. A common thread in these examples is the existence of a state variable that
evolves over time and is, in principle, influenced by policy choices. The purpose
of the present paper is to contribute to the analysis of elections in the presence
of an endogenous state variable, e.g., capital stock, the distribution of income,
or the institutional rules governing the political system. Our goal is a frame-
work that is general (amenable to a range of structure on preferences, policies,
and states), viable (equilibria should exist widely and allow non-constructive
characterizations), and practically useful (so we can solve special cases to gen-
erate novel insights). Accordingly, we define an appropriate selection of Markov
perfect equilibria and prove existence and continuity in a general model with a
discrete (possibly countably infinite) state space and a compact metric policy
space, and we give characterization results in terms of the solution to the dy-
namic programming problem of a representative voter; and more generally, we
give a dynamic form of the median voter theorem in terms of the equilibria of an
associated “representative voting game” that allows for state-dependent median
voters. We illustrate the tractability of the model with a number of applica-
tions. The model is surprisingly rich, and we find that when the assumptions of
our characterization results are violated, even in simple cases with two or three
states, the dynamic incentives of voters and politicians can lead to seemingly
paradoxical political outcomes.

The analysis of endogenous state variables has received considerable atten-
tion in the political economy literature, but it has been limited by the lack
of widely applicable techniques. Early work assumed (implicitly) that candi-
dates can commit to infinite sequences of taxes in the first period and invoked
the median voter theorem to determine taxes prior to running the economy,1

but because this work assumes ex ante commitment to sequences of policies,
the political interaction is static. Krusell et al. (1997) and Krusell and Rios-
Rull (1999) analyze endogenous taxation in a model of economic growth, where
voting takes place in each period, and policy is chosen by a “representative
voter.” Battaglini and Coate (2007, 2008) consider a dynamic non-cooperative
model in which the state variable is, respectively, a durable public good or pub-
lic debt level, with a focus on incentives in the dynamic legislative bargaining
game. Yared (2010) considers the optimal equilibrium for a representative voter
in a model of surplus extraction where the government and the consumer can
accumulate debt; again, politicians are homogeneous, and elections are uninter-
esting. Camara (2012) includes an extension to growth economies that preserve
the stationary structure of his equilibrium in a model of repeated elections with
adverse selection. Although the economic environment evolves endogenously in

1See Bertola (1993), Alesina and Rodrik (1994), and Bassetto and Benhabib (2006)).
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this work, the political environment is fixed over time. Azzimonti (2011) and
Battaglini (2011) study local public goods provision in dynamic probabilistic
voting models. Azzimonti (2011) considers partisan candidates in the presence
of incumbency advantage, while Battaglini (2011) has identical office-motivated
candidates and stochastic shocks on voters’ preferences, but in both models the
evolution of these political variables is exogenous. Closer to our work are re-
cent papers that endogenize both economic and political state variables. Bai
and Lagunoff (2011) allow current government policy to directly determine fu-
ture public decision-makers. Acemoglu et al. (2012), present a general model of
dynamic institutional choice and characterize Markov equilibrium outcomes in
terms of a cooperative concept of stability.

We consider a model of elections such that in each period, a state is given and
an incumbent office holder chooses a policy and payoffs accrue; then a challenger
is drawn to run against the incumbent in an election; and then a new state is
realized. The distribution of the challenger’s type can in principle depend on the
state, and the transition to the new state can depend on the current state, the
policy choice, and the electoral outcome. States are discrete, the policy space is
a compact metric space, and stage utilities and transition probabilities are as-
sumed only to be continuous (no convexity properties are imposed). We assume
that information is symmetric, so that the stage utility (or type) of a politician
is observed by voters once the politician takes office, whereas a challenger’s type
may not be observed directly. Thus, elections pit a known incumbent against a
relatively unknown challenger. Within the literature on electoral accountability,
our model is related to that of Barro (1973) and Aragones et al. (2007). We ob-
tain the latter paper as a special case when the policy space is one-dimensional
and there is a single, fixed state, and the former differs from ours in that it
assumes voters are homogeneous, as are politicians, and it focuses on the op-
timization problem of setting a threshold of public good production to induce
desirable behavior by politicians. In contrast, we allow politicians to be het-
erogeneous, so that elections present voters with a meaningful choice, we allow
heterogeneity among voters, and we analyze “simple Markov electoral equilib-
ria,” in which each voter votes for the candidate offering the greatest expected
discounted payoff, and politicians optimally weigh current policy against future
election prospects.

Our framework does not generalize the papers cited above in connection to
an endogenous state variable, because the above authors formulate capital stock
or debt as continuous, but we can of course approximate continuous state-space
models to any desired degree. Moreover, models of discrete states are often
quite natural, e.g., Acemoglu et al. (2012). We give further illustrations with
several applications of our framework. In one, we assume there are two economic
states and that the level of public investment determines the probability of
transitioning between the two states. We analyze the effect of the median voter’s
share of social surplus in the good state on the probability of transitioning to
(and staying in) the good state. In another two-state model, the state is the
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location of the median voter’s ideal point, which may change over time due to
changes in turnout or demographics. In another application, the state specifies
whether the incumbent is junior or not, and whether she possesses a valence
attribute. This permits the analysis of the effect of experience in office or,
alternatively, the effect of corruption in office. And in a final application, the
state indicates which of three voter types has veto power in elections. Simple
models such as these can be useful for developing insights in applications, and we
suspect that in applied research, such insights would carry over fairly generally
to more complex models with a continuum of states.

In an equilibrium of the general electoral model, it is easily possible that
some type of office holder has no policy choice available that will allow her to
be re-elected. This can arise simply because the politician is low-skilled, so that
the policies feasible for the politician are undesirable. At a deeper level, this
can arise even when feasible policies are independent of type due to the possibil-
ity of a transition to a state in which the politician’s preferences diverge from a
majority of the electorate and to the politician’s inability to make commitments
across states. We prove that if there is a representative voter type, and if the
state transition depends on the office holder’s policy choice but not her type,
then there is at least one politician type that can satisfy a majority of voters.
But we show that if the transition depends on the politician’s type, then there
may be equilibria such that in some states, no politician has available a policy
that can lead to re-election. Thus, even if the benefit of holding office is arbi-
trarily large, there may be equilibria in which incumbents are always removed
from office, demonstrating a type of “dynamic political failure.” Adding the
assumption that the state transition is exogenous, so that the distribution over
next period’s state is independent of the policy choice, and if politicians are suf-
ficiently office-motivated and there is a positive probability that a challenger’s
type is the same as the representative voter, then all types of office holder im-
plement the optimal policy rule of the voter. In effect, all politicians pander to
the representative voter in all states. We show that if the state transition de-
pends on policy choice, then there may be equilibria characterized by “dynamic
policy extremism,” in which all politicians (including those whose type is the
same as the representative voter) choose policies that are sub-optimal for the
representative voter. Thus, our model presents the possibility of a new source
of inefficiency that arises from the dynamic incentives of elections.2

A technical benefit of the discrete state space model is its comparative
tractability: under otherwise quite general assumptions on the policy space and
payoff functions, we are able to prove existence of simple Markov electoral equi-
libria in our framework. In contrast, Azzimonti (2011), Bai and Lagunoff (2011),

2This complements other explanations of inefficiency due to commitment problems (Besley
and Coate (1998)), “tying the hands” of one’s successor (Persson and Svensson (1989), Alesina
and Tabellini (1990), Aghion and Bolton (1990)), signaling competence (Rogoff and Sibert
(1988)), interest groups (Coate and Morris (1995)), and pandering (Canes-Wrone et al. (2001),
Maskin and Tirole (2004)).
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Krusell et al. (1997), Krusell and Rios-Rull (1999), and Klein et al. (2008), use
a first order approach to analyze necessary conditions of equilibria and solve
for equilibria in parameterized examples. The issue of existence of stationary
Markovian equilibria in dynamic games is non-trivial, as examples of relatively
well-behaved stochastic games that do not admit such equilibria are available
(see Levy (2012a,b)). In models of elections, these issues can be exacerbated
because of discontinuities introduced by the conditioning of voters’ strategies
on policy choices. Unlike other general solutions to the existence problem that
add noise to voter preferences (e.g., Duggan and Kalandrakis (2012), Duggan
(2012)) to address these discontinuities, we do not require preference shocks or
stochastic electoral outcomes. The cost of this parsimony is that the existence
proof is involved (because voting strategies are problematic for reasons of com-
pactness, they are not included in the domain of the fixed point argument and
must be backed out after the fact), but a benefit is that simple special cases of
the model can be solved relatively easily.

To generate interesting and plausible policy choices, we assume a form of
“state-by-state commitment,” whereby an incumbent politician is committed
to her current policy for as long as the current state remains in place. Al-
though we do not model the commitment mechanism explicitly, it may proxy
for the possibility that an office holder accumulates state-specific experience for
a given policy, or that policy is implemented by making state-specific judicial
or administrative appointments, or that the politician writes state-specific con-
tracts with interest groups or other politicians. A more traditional approach,
consistent with the classical Downsian model, would be to assume that in each
period, the incumbent and a challenger can make binding policy commitments
prior to an election. It is well-known that even in the static model this approach
leads to equilibrium existence problems when the policy space has dimension
two or more, and these issues would be exacerbated (and would affect the one-
dimensional model) in the dynamic model.3 We view our commitment assump-
tion as more plausible than the Downsian assumption, as in our framework a
politician must choose a policy in a state (putting her “money where her mouth
is”) to become committed. Another approach to generating a dynamic linking
between current and future policy choices would be to assume incomplete infor-
mation in the form of adverse selection: then a policy choice in one period would
affect voter beliefs about the office holder’s type, and this would present office
holders with a trade off between short-run considerations of current policy and
long-run considerations of re-election and future policy choice. Because a policy
choice in one state has reputational consequences in all future states, however,
existence of equilibrium is problematic in such models, and they are impractical
to solve analytically.4

3A variation on the Downsian approach is to assume the incumbent is fixed at her initial
policy choice and to allow the challenger to commit to an arbitrary platform. See Forand
(2012) for an analysis of the one-dimensional model.

4These issues are more problematic when adverse selection is combined with moral hazard.
See Banks and Sundaram (1993) for the analysis of non-Markovian equilibria, and see Banks
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Despite technical differences in the form of linkage, however, our framework
has interesting connections to a dynamic model of elections with adverse se-
lection considered by Duggan (2000).5 In this model, politicians are privately
informed about their preferences, but there is no state variable, and in equi-
librium, after information is revealed by an office holder’s initial policy choice
and (assuming she is re-elected), the politician’s policy choice is expected to
remain the same over time. Because of this, the equilibria of the model with
adverse selection are replicated in our model by specifying a single state: the
assumption of state-by-state commitment acts as a substitute for voter beliefs
in the adverse selection model. The parallel between the frameworks extends to
the model with multidimensional policy space analyzed by Banks and Duggan
(2008). But fundamental differences arise when we move beyond the degener-
ate model to allow multiple states and the more complex incentives they entail:
whereas reputational issues blow up and render the adverse selection model un-
workable, our model remains viable, and it is possible (as we demonstrate) to
work with special but meaningful cases of the model.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we specify
the model and formulate our equilibrium concept. In Section 4, we establish
existence and continuity of simple Markov electoral equilibria, and we consider
the effect of removing commitment and the need for mixed voting strategies. In
Section 5, we provide conditions under which some voter type is representative
at a given state, and we illustrate the possibility of dynamic political failure. In
Section 6, we isolate conditions under which simple Markov electoral equilibria
simulate an associated representative voting game or, when one voter type is
representative at all states, solve the voter’s dynamic programming problem. In
addition, we show the possibility of dynamic policy extremism. In Section 7, we
provide several applications of the framework. Detailed analysis is presented in
Appendices A–D.

2 General Framework

Political environment The model takes as given a set N of voters and
a countably infinite set M of politicians, and we assume these sets are dis-
joint. The set M Y N of political actors is partitioned into a finite set T of
types, typically denoted τ (for a voter) or t (for a politician). Politician types
are initially private information and are given by the measurable type profile
ω:M Ñ T , and we assume that the voters’ common prior beliefs about ω are
such that politician types are independently (but not necessarily) identically

and Sundaram (1998) for the model with a two-period term limit.
5See Bernhardt et al. (2004) for the model with a two-period term limit. Further appli-

cations include the analysis of parties (Bernhardt et al. (2011)), valence (Bernhardt et al.
(2009), and taxation (Camara (2012)). Duggan (2013) provides a folk theorem for the model
when non-Markovian equilibria are permitted.
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distributed. Elections take place in discrete time over an infinite horizon. Each
period begins with a state and an office holder, and the state and the office
holder’s type are revealed to voters and politicians. The office holder chooses a
policy; a challenger is selected; an election is held; a new state is realized and
the winner’s type is revealed; and the process repeats. A type t office holder in
state s chooses a policy y from the feasible set Ytpsq. We assume that states
belong to a countable set S; that policies lie in a compact metric space Y ; and
that each feasible set Ytpsq is a nonempty, closed (and therefore compact) subset
of Y . The dependence of the feasible set on the office holder’s type allows us
to incorporate differences in competence (i.e., valence), and dependence on the
state allows us to interpret s as a state of the economy, which can effect the
range of available policies.

In addition to choosing policy, the office holder also chooses whether to run
for reelection; rather than model this decision using a separate variable, it is
convenient to use Y to represent choices of policy and the decision to run for
reelection, and to use a copy of Y , denoted Z, to represent policy choices and
the decision not to run. We endow Z with the metric topology and maintain
the convention that Y X Z � H; we assume a mapping ξ:Y Y Z Ñ Z so that
for all y P Y , ξpyq � z is the element of Z corresponding to y and for all z P Z,
ξpzq � z; 6 and we let Ztpsq � ξpYtpsqq be the feasible policy choices for a
type t candidate who chooses not to seek reelection in state s. Let X � Y Y Z

represent the space of simultaneous policy choices and campaign decisions, and
let x P X denote a generic choice of policy and campaign decision. Conditional
on the incumbent politician choosing to run, i.e., x P Y , the electoral outcome is
e � 1 if she wins the election; otherwise, if the politician does not seek election,
i.e., x P Z, or loses the election, then the electoral outcome is e � 0.

Challengers After the office holder chooses policy, a challenger is drawn at
large from the pool of politicians that have never held office; the challenger’s type
is not observed by voters. We maximize generality by allowing challenger selec-
tion to depend on the incumbent’s type, the previous state and policy choice,
and the newly realized state. Rather than explicitly deriving the challenger
distribution by identifying challengers by name and using the voters’ common
prior over ω, we take a reduced form approach: let qtpt1|s, xq denote the proba-
bility that challenger is type t1 given that a type t incumbent chooses policy x

in state s. We assume that the challenger distribution qt:T � S �X Ñ r0, 1s is
continuous,7 and that it is independent of the incumbent’s campaign decision,
i.e., qtpt1|s, yq � qtpt1|s, ξpyqq for all y P Y .

Elections We model elections in a parsimonious way, relying implicitly
on the restriction to type-symmetric voting strategies. An electoral outcome

6Technically, ξ restricted to Y is a homeomorphism.
7We give S and T the discrete topology, so our continuity assumption means that

qtpt1|s, �, s1q is continuous for all s, s1 P S and all t1 P T . Given any function qt, we can
specify the voters’ prior and a randomized challenger selection rule, γt:S �X Ñ ∆pMq, that
generates qt.
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for a type t incumbent in state s is e P t0, 1u, where e � 1 indicates that the
incumbent seeks reelection (x P Y ) and is reelected, while e � 0 indicates that
either the incumbent does not seek reelection (x P Z) or that she is defeated
by the challenger. When the incumbent seeks reelection, the electoral outcome
is determined by a set Dtpsq � 2T ztHu of decisive coalitions of types: if the
coalition of voter types τ who vote for the incumbent belongs to Dtpsq, then
the incumbent retains office (e � 1) in the following period.8 We assume that
Dtpsq is nonempty and monotonic, i.e., C P Dtpsq and C � C 1 imply C 1 P Dtpsq.
Otherwise, if x P Z or if the set of voter types voting for the incumbent is not
decisive, then the challenger assumes office in the following period (e � 0).

State transitions States are used to describe the political and/or economic
environment in the current period. Given a type t office holder that chooses a
policy x in state s and given a subsequent electoral outcome e, a new state s1 is
drawn with probability ptps1|s, x, eq; thus, states evolve according to a controlled
Markov process. The new state s1 is not initially observed. We assume that the
transition probability pt:S�S�X �t0, 1u Ñ r0, 1s is continuous and indepen-
dent of the incumbent’s campaign decision, i.e., ptps1|s, y, 0q � ptps1|s, ξpyq, 0q
for all y P Y .

Histories A complete finite public history of length m is therefore a se-
quence

hm � tpsℓ, jℓ, tℓ, xℓ, eℓqumℓ�1 P pS �M � T �X � t0, 1uqm
of states, office holder names, types of office holders, policy choices, and electoral
outcomes. Of course, an infinite public history is any infinite list h P pS �M �
T�X�t0, 1uq8. Note that there is some redundancy in the definition of a public
history, as electoral outcomes can be inferred from names of office holders, and
the type of a reelected politician is fixed over time.

State by state commitment We assume that if an office holder chooses a
policy x in a state s, and if she is subsequently reelected, then she is committed
to her policy choice if the state remains s in the following period. By implication,
she remains committed in successive periods in which she is reelected and the
state remains s. More precisely, if an office holder chooses x in state s, if
s1 � s is realized, and if she is reelected, then the politician is bound to x. This
commitment is binding until the state shifts to a different state s1 � s, at which
point the politician is free. The politician is also free upon any initial recurrence
of the state s. Formally, given any complete finite history hm with em � 1 and
triple ps, j, tq such that j � jm and t � tm, the action set available to office

8Assuming the electorate a measurable structure, pN,N , νq, with ν nonatomic, and assum-
ing the voting rule is insensitive to measure zero sets of voters (see Banks et al. (2006)), our
type-symmetric formulation of the voting rule is sufficient. This is also true if the electorate
is finite and types are uniquely assigned to voters. In case the electorate is finite and two
or more voters have the same type, however, we should define the voting rule to account for
deviations that are not type-symmetric.
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holder j in state s is txmu if s � sm (she is bound to her previous choice) and
is Xtpsq if s � sm (she is free).

Payoffs The stage utility of a type τ voter or out-of-office politician from
policy x in state s is uτ ps, xq, while the stage utility of a type t office holder is
wtps, xq. With this formulation, we capture the standard special cases in the
literature: for all s, all t, and all x, and for all t1 with qtpt1|s, xq ¡ 0,

• office motivation: wt1ps, xq � 1 and ut1ps, xq � 0

• policy motivation: wt1ps, xq � ut1ps, xq
• mixed motivation: wt1ps, xq � ut1ps, xq � b,

where b ¡ 0 represents the benefits of holding office. We assume that running
for office is costless, i.e., for all y P Y , utps, yq � utps, ξpyqq and wtps, yq �
wtps, ξpyqq, and that ut:S � X Ñ ℜ and wt:S � X Ñ ℜ are bounded and
continuous. Each voter and politician of type t discounts flows of payoffs by the
factor δt   1. Thus, given the infinite public history h � tpsℓ, jℓ, tℓ, xℓ, eℓqu8ℓ�1,
the discounted payoff of a type τ voter or type t politician is8̧

ℓ�1

δℓ�1
τ uτ psℓ, xℓq and

8̧
ℓ�1

δℓ�1
t pIjpjℓqwtpsℓ, xℓq � p1� Ijpjℓqqutpsℓ, xℓqq,

respectively, where Ij is an indicator function taking value one if jℓ � j and
zero otherwise.

Timing and information To summarize the timing of moves and flow
of information, suppose a politician of type t holds office at the beginning of a
period in state s. Then political interaction proceeds as follows:

• the state s and the office holder’s type t are revealed to all political actors,

• the office holder selects a policy x P Xtpsq,
• a challenger’s type is drawn from qtp�|s, xq and is not observed by voters,

• if x P Y , then an election is held and electoral outcome e P t0, 1u deter-
mined; otherwise, if x P Z, then e � 0,

• if e � 1, then the incumbent is reelected; and if e � 0, then the challenger
takes office,

• a new state s1 is drawn from ptp�|s, x, eq; if e � 1 and s1 � s, then the
office holder (the incumbent) is bound to x, and otherwise, if s1 � s, then
the office holder is free,

• the new state s1 and current office holder’s type t1 are revealed, and the
process repeats.
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Remarks

1. The model is isomorphic to that of Banks and Duggan (2001, 2008) when:
(i) the state space is trivial, i.e., |S| � 1, (ii) Yt is a compact, convex subset
of Euclidean space independent of t, (iii) voter utilities are concave in policy,
(iv) politicians have mixed motives, (v) the distribution of challenger types
is independent of the incumbent’s type, her policy choice, and her campaign
decision. The models of Duggan (2000) and later papers in the literature are
technically outside the framework because they assume a continuum of types,
but they can be approximated to an arbitrary degree.

2. Our formulation of the electoral rule, tDtpsqus,t, is quite general. We
obtain weighed majority rule, as well as more stringent quota rules, as special
cases; and more generally we can incorporate complex electoral systems such as
the US Electoral College, in which a candidate is elected if she obtains a majority
of voters in a majority of states. The electoral rule can also represent complex
democratic election procedures, but it can reflect less formal, non-democratic
politics as well. Under this interpretation, the type t office holder could be an
authoritarian ruler, and in state s the ruler requires the support of at least one
decisive coalition in Dtpsq. It may be, for example, that the support of a fixed
oligarchy, C � �

Dtpsq, is necessary and sufficient to remain in power.

3. We have shown that several standard formulations of payoffs are obtained
as special cases of the model. In addition to the political motivations considered
above, we can capture common models of rent-seeking and political agency in
which, respectively, the office holder claims residual surplus or determines a
level of public good through effort choice. In general, we can assume Y � ℜd,
that uτ ps, xq is independent of s and weakly increasing in the coordinates of
x � px1, . . . , xdq, and that wtps, tq is decreasing in the coordinates of x. To
capture rent-seeking models, we can let d � |T | and interpret x as a vector
of private goods allocated to voters of different types, so that uτ pxq � xτ for
all τ . There is an endowment ctpsq ¥ 0 of private good that may depend on
the state and office holder’s type, and we specify wtps, xq � ctpsq � °

τ xτ .
In this case, the total allocation must satisfy the budget constraint, so that

Ytpsq � tx P ℜ
|T |� | °τ xτ � ctpsqu. To capture the political agency model,

assume Y � ℜ2 and interpret x � pe, gq as an effort choice and public good
level, so that uτ pxq � g and wtps, xq � �e. Given state s and effort choice e by
a type t office holder, the output of public good is ftps, eq, where ft is continuous
and increasing in e. Finally, the choice of public good must respect production
technology, so that Ytpsq � tpe, gq P Y | g � ftps, equ. In both examples, the
ability of an office holder (either the budget available or public good production
technology) can depend on the politician’s type.

4. An apparently more general model would allow the stage utility of voters
to depend on the office holder’s type; we would want to allow for such depen-
dence if, for example, types include information about some characteristic of
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politicians that voters care about beyond policy outcomes. That added gener-
ality is redundant, as we can obtain it by suitable specification of the model.
Given the model in which the utility of a type τ voter is uτ ps, t, xq when a type
t office holder chooses x in state s, we can map this into our framework by
imbedding office holder types into policies, as in Ỹ � Y � T , setting feasible
policies as Ỹtpsq � Ytpsq�ttu, and specifying ũτ ps, px, tqq � uτ ps, t, xq. In short,
feasible policies can be used to identify the office holder’s type and to incor-
porate preferences over types. In fact, this observation underlies the previous
remark, where we incorporate the ability of a type t office holder into the set of
feasible policies.

5. The model is general enough to encompass electoral competition between
infinitely lived parties. Let tA,Bu � T , and let M consist of a countably
infinite number of type A politicians and a countably infinite number of type B
politicians, so there are essentially two parties, A and B. We specify that, for
all states s and policies x, qApB|s, xq � qBpA|s, xq � 1, so that the challenger is
always the party out of power. When wAps, xq � uAps, xq, we have the case of
policy-motivated parties, whereas wAps, xq � 1 and uAps, xq � 0 corresponds to
the case of purely office-motivated parties. By the above remark, which shows
that the stage utility of an out of office politician can depend on the current
office holder’s type, we capture long-lived parties with mixed motivation as well:
letting Ỹ � Y � tA,Bu and Ỹtpsq � Ytpsq � ttu, we specify that for τ P tA,Bu,
ũτ ps, px, tqq � uτ ps, t, xq � b if τ � t and ũτ ps, px, tqq � uτ ps, t, xq otherwise.
Hence, while we assume that a replaced incumbent politician is not returned
to the candidate pool, our assumptions allow parties to internalize the office
benefits they collect in their future terms in office.

6. We can obtain a more flexible form of commitment in which the politi-
cian is committed with some probability γtps, xq (again continuous), by suitable
specification of the model. Given the model with states S and commitment prob-
ability γt, we can map this into our framework by doubling the states, i.e., S̃ �pS�t1uqYpS�t�1uq, and defining a transition probability p̃tpps1, kq|ps, kq, xq �
ptps1|sqγtps, xq and p̃tpps1,�kq|ps, kq, xq � ptps1|s, xqp1�γtps, xqq. Here, the first
component of ps, kq P S̃ records the payoff relevant information in the state, and
the second merely indicates whether the office holder is bound to x following a
transition to the same payoff relevant state.

3 Simple Markov Electoral Equilibria

Strategies A mixed behavioral strategy for politician j maps public his-
tories hm, states s, and types t into probability distributions πjp�|hm, s, j, tq on
policies that are feasible and respect binding commitments: (i) πjp�|hm, s, j, tq
puts probability one on Xtpsq, and (ii) if j � jm, t � tm, s � sm, and em � 1,
then πjp�|hm, s, j, tq puts probability one on xm. Note that the politician mixes
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only when transitioning from one state s to another s1 � s; once the state has
transitioned to s1, the politician chooses the same policy for successive draws of
s1. We restrict attention to stationary Markovian strategies, in the sense that
πjp�|hm, s, j, tq depends on past policies and states only through the commitment
assumption (ii), and therefore we need only model the politician’s mixing over
policies at the initial transition to a state s. Thus, we can write simply πjp�|s, tq.
We further restrict politicians to strategies that are type-symmetric, so hence-
forth we adopt the notational convention πtp�|sq for the behavioral strategy of
a type t politician, and we refer to πt as a simple Markov policy strategy, and
π � pπtqt denotes a profile of such strategies.

We adopt a parsimonious view of voting strategies, letting ρphm, s, j, t, yq be
the probability that politician j is reelected after after public history hm, the
realization of state s, being type t, and choosing policy y P Y .9 As with policy
strategies, we need only consider mixed voting upon the initial transition to a
state s and policy choice y: if s � sm, j � jm, t � tm, and y � xm, then
ρphm, s, j, t, yq � em. Also consistent with our formulation of policy strategies,
we restrict attention to strategies that are stationary with respect to the state
and policy choice of the preceding period and the incumbent’s type; thus, we
write simply ρps, t, yq for the probability that a type t office holder is reelected
following policy choice y in state s.10 In contrast to policy strategies, however,
we do not assume that the electorate is bound to previous reelection decisions.
Although we focus attention on strategies for which an incumbent reelected
after choosing y in state s is again reelected after choosing y in state s, this
is not a constraint imposed on voters; rather, by stationarity of the decision
problem of the electorate, it will be consistent with the incentives of voters in
equilibrium. When N is finite, the probability of reelection may be decomposed
into mixed voting strategies of individual voters. When N is infinite, individual
uncertainty generated by mixed voting strategies washes out due to the law
of large numbers, in which case we may interpret reelection probabilities as
the result of conditioning on a public randomization device; we are agnostic
as to interpretation. We refer to ρ as a simple Markov voting strategy, and to
σ � pπ, ρq as a simple Markov strategy profile.

Continuation values Given a simple Markov strategy profile σ, we can
define continuation values for politicians and voters. The discounted expected
utility of a type τ voter from electing a type t incumbent who chooses policy x

in state s (and continuing to do so for successive realizations of s) satisfies: for
all x P Y ,

V B
τ ps, t, xq � ptps|s, x, 1q�uτ ps, xq � δτV

B
τ ps, t, xq��

ş1�s

ptps1|s, x, 1qV F
τ ps1, tq,

9If the politician chooses z P Z, then the challenger automatically assumes office, and it is
convenient to set ρphm, s, j, t, zq � 0 for all z P Z.

10We impose the standard restriction that ρ:S � T �X Ñ r0, 1s is measurable.
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or equivalently,

V B
τ ps, t, xq � ptps|s, x, 1quτ ps, xq �°

s1�s ptps1|s, xqV F
τ ps1, tq

1� δτptps|s, x, 1q , (1)

where V F
τ ps, tq is the expected discounted utility to a type τ voter from a type t

office holder who is free in state s, calculated before a policy is chosen. We adopt
the convention that for all x P Z, V B

τ ps, t, xq � V C
τ ps, t, xq, where V C

τ ps, t, xq is
the expected discounted utility of electing a challenger following the choice of x
in state s by a type t incumbent and is defined by

V C
τ ps, t, xq �

ţ1 qtpt1|s, xq ş1 ptps1|s, x, 0qV F
τ ps1, t1q. (2)

Finally, V F
τ ps, tq is given by

V F
τ ps, tq � »

x

�
uτ ps, xq � δτ rρps, t, xqV B

τ ps, t, xq� p1� ρps, t, xqqV C
τ ps, t, xq��πtpdx|sq.

Intuitively, the expression for V B
τ ps, t, xq reflects that if an incumbent is bound

to policy x in state s and is reelected, then either s is realized again, in which case
the politician is bound to x and is reelected; or a different state s1 � s is realized,
in which case the politician is free in s1. The expression for V F

τ ps, tq reflects that
the office holder chooses a policy x according to the policy strategy πtp�|sq, and
is either reelected or replaced by a challenger. Obviously, the expression for
V C
τ ps, t, xq reflects that a newly elected challenger is free regardless of the state

realized.

For future reference, we note that the expected discounted utility from elect-
ing an office holder who is free in s can be written as

V F
τ ps, tq � »

x

�
ρps, t, xq�uτ ps, xq � δτV

B
τ ps, t, xq� (3)� p1� ρps, t, xqq�uτ ps, xq � δτV

B
τ ps, t, ξpxqq��πtpdx|sq,

which follows from the convention that V B
τ ps, t, �q � V C

τ ps, t, �q on Z.

Finally, a type t office holder’s expected discounted utility from choosing
policy x in state s (and being bound to x if s is realized again), conditional on
being re-elected (and continuing to be for successive realizations of s), is such
that for all x P Y ,

WB
t ps, xq � wtps, xq (4)�δt�ptps|s, x, 1qWB

t ps, xq �
ş1�s

ptps1|s, x, 1q »
x1rρps1, t, x1qWB

t ps1, x1q�p1� ρps1, t, x1qqWC
t ps1, x1qsπtpdx1|s1q�,
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whereWC
t ps, xq is a type t office holder’s expected discounted utility from choos-

ing policy x P X in state s, conditional on being replaced by a challenger, and
is such that for all x P Y ,

WC
t ps, xq � wtps, xq � δtV

C
t ps, t, xq.

By convention, for all x P Z, let WB
t ps, xq �WC

t ps, xq. In words, the politician
receives utility wtps, xq from policy x in state s while holding office. If the office
holder does not seek reelection, then a challenger takes office in the next period,
and she receives the expected discounted utility of a challenger, V C

t ps, t, xq.
Otherwise, if the office holder is re-elected, then a new state s1 is drawn, which
may be equal to s or not. In the case s1 � s, then the politician is bound to
x, reelected, and receives her expected discounted utility WB

t ps, xq; and in case
s1 � s, the politician is free and mixes over policies according to πtp�|s1q, which
may or may not lead to reelection in these states.

Reelection sets Given a strategy profile σ � pπ, ρq and policy choice x

in state s by a type t incumbent, the type τ voter must consider the expected
discounted utility of retaining the incumbent and must decide between her and
a challenger. We therefore define for all states s, all incumbent types t, and all
voter types τ , the sets

Pτ ps, tq � ty P Ytpsq : V B
τ ps, t, yq ¡ V C

τ ps, t, yqu
Rτ ps, tq � ty P Ytpsq : V B

τ ps, t, yq ¥ V C
τ ps, t, yqu

of policies that yield type τ voters an expected discounted utility strictly and
weakly greater, respectively, than the expected discounted utility of a challenger.
For all coalitions C � T , define

PCps, tq �£tPτ ps, tq : τ P Cu and RCps, tq �£tRτ ps, tq : τ P Cu,
and let the strict and weak re-election sets, denoted

P ps, tq � ¤tPCps, tq : C P Dtpsqu
Rps, tq � ¤tRCps, tq : C P Dtpsqu,

be the policies that yield the members of at least one decisive coalition of types
an expected discounted utility strictly and weakly greater, respectively, than
the continuation of an unknown challenger. Note that these definitions isolate
subsets of Y , for we are only concerned here with the case in which the office
holder seeks reelection.

In fact, because we use the reduced form representation ρ of voter behavior,
it is not immediately obvious how to formulate the expected discounted utility
of a voter appropriately. We rely on intuition from the finite N case to motivate
the above approach. We want to capture the idea that voters do not use weakly
dominated strategies, and so the relevant calculation is that of a voter, say τ ,
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conditional on her vote being pivotal given mixed voting strategies of the other
voters in some state s. Then we hypothesize that after mixing, the coalition
C comprises the other voters who vote for the incumbent, and that C Y tτu is
decisive but C is not. Consistent with our focus on voting strategies for which
mixing occurs only at the initial realization of a state at which the incumbent
is bound, we further hypothesize that the voters in C continue to vote for the
incumbent in s. By stationarity of voter τ ’s decision problem, if it is optimal
for her to vote for the incumbent, then it is always optimal to do so; likewise if
it is optimal for her to vote for the challenger. Thus, it suffices to compare the
challenger payoff V C

τ ps, t, xq with the expected discounted utility V B
τ ps, t, xq of

continuing to reelect the incumbent for successive realizations of s.

Equilibrium concept A simple Markov strategy profile σ is a simple
Markov electoral equilibrium if policy strategies are optimal for all types of
office holders in all states, and voting is consistent with incentives of voters;
formally, we require that (i) for all s and all t, πtp�|sq puts probability one on
solutions to

max
xPXtpsq ρps, x, tqWB

t ps, xq � p1� ρps, x, tqqWC
t ps, xq,

and (ii) for all s, all t, and all y,

ρps, t, yq � "
1 if y P P ps, tq
0 if y R Rps, tq,

where ρps, t, yq is unrestricted if y P Rps, tqzP ps, tq. In this case, in every decisive
coalition, all voter types weakly prefer the incumbent but there is some type that
weakly prefers to elect a challenger and so is indifferent; then any distribution
of electoral outcomes is consistent with voting incentives. Note that Rps, tq � Y

by construction, so in equilibrium we require that ρps, t, zq � 0 for all z P Z.

Although mixed voting is required for general existence of equilibria, we say
that σ is deferential if (i) for all s and all t, Rps, tq � H, and (ii) for all s, all t,
and all y P Rps, tq, we have ρps, t, yq � 1. In particular, a deferential equilibrium
implies there is no mixing over electoral outcomes.

4 General Properties of Equilibria

Existence and continuity The starting point of our analysis is the next
theorem, which provides a foundation for the model by establishing existence of
equilibrium under general conditions of the framework.

Theorem 1. There is a simple Markov electoral equilibrium.

Next, we establish upper hemicontinuity of equilibria. We parameterize the
stage utility functions and state transition by the elements γ of a metric space
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Γ, as in utps, x, γq and ptps1|s, x, e, γq, and we assume ut and pt are jointly
continuous in their arguments. In what follows, ws,t represents the expected
discounted utility of a type t office holder evaluated at the first time s is realized
during her term of office, where w � pws,tqs,t P ℜS�T is the vector of expected
politician payoffs, and vs,t,τ represents the expected discounted utility of a type
τ voter from a type t office holder who is free in state s and before a policy
is chosen, i.e., it corresponds to V F

τ ps, x, tq. Then v � pvs,t,τ qs,t,τ P ℜS�T�T

is the vector of expected voter payoffs. We endow ℜS�T � ℜS�T�T with the
product topology. Define the correspondence E : Γ Ñ ℜS�T � ℜS�T�T so that
Epγq consists of vectors pw, vq such that in the model parameterized by γ, there
exists a simple Markov electoral equilibrium σ� � pπ�, ρ�q such that for all s
and all t, we have

ws,t � »
x

rρ�ps, t, xqWB
t ps, x;σ�q � p1� ρ�ps, t, xqqWC

t ps, x;σ�qsπ�t pdx|sq,
and for all s, all t, and all τ , we have vs,t,τ � V F

τ ps, t;σ�q, where we now
parameterize continuation values by the strategy profile generating them.

Theorem 2. The correspondence E : Γ Ñ ℜS�T � ℜS�T�T has closed values
and is upper hemicontinuous.

The following example illustrates the strategic incentives in a simple two-
state model with state-contingent preferences. It embeds a version of the single-
state model of Banks and Duggan (2008) but illustrates the critical role of
state transitions for the characteristics of simple Markov electoral equilibria:
equilibrium play in any one state depends on anticipated equilibrium behavior
in other states that may be reached in future periods. In doing so, we introduce
a type of equilibrium diagram used to explain the remaining examples in the
paper.

Example 1. Let the state space be S � tŝ, s̊u and the type space be T �tℓ, κ, ru. The set of feasible policies is independent of states and politicians’
types and is given by Y � tx̂ℓ, x̂κ, x̂ru. Transition probabilities are independent
of policies, incumbents’ types and electoral outcomes and are such that pp̊s|̊sq �
p̊ and ppŝ|ŝq � p̂. Challenger selection probabilities are independent of states,
policies and incumbents’ types and are such that, for all types t, qptq � 1

3
.

Decisive coalitions are independent of states and incumbents’ types and consist
of all those sets A � T such that |A| ¥ 2, so that a politician is elected if
and only if it obtains the support of at least two types of voters. Voters have
state-independent ideal policies, with a voter of type τ having ideal policy x̂τ .
In state ŝ, voters’ stage utilities are single-peaked, with ideal policies ordered
such that x̂ℓ   x̂κ   x̂r, so that policy x̂κ is a Condorcet winner in the stage
game. In state s̊, voters’ preferences induce a Condorcet cycle, with

uℓp̊s, x̂ℓq ¡ uℓp̊s, x̂κq ¡ uℓp̊s, x̂rq
uκp̊s, x̂κq ¡ uκp̊s, x̂rq ¡ uκp̊s, x̂ℓq
ur p̊s, x̂rq ¡ uℓp̊s, ŝℓq ¡ uℓp̊s, x̂κq.
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For all voter types and all states, let û denote a voter’s payoff from its ideal
policy, u denote its payoff from its middle-ranked policy, and ǔ denote its payoff
from its third-ranked policy. We further assume that

u� ǔ

2
  û� u   u� ǔ,

so that voters are “risk averse” but not to too great a degree. Elections are
decided by majority rule, so that a politician is elected if and only if she obtains
the support of at least two types of voters. Politicians have mixed motivations
with office benefit b ¥ 0, and all types have common discount factor δ.

We assume that the single-peaked state ŝ is absorbing, i.e., that p̂ � 1.11

This implies that simple Markov electoral equilibria in that state replicate the
equilibria of the single state model of Banks and Duggan (2008) and in any
equilibrium, politicians of type κ implement policy x̂κ. Since uκpŝ, x̂κq � û ¡
u � uκpŝ, x̂rq � uκpŝ, x̂ℓq, voters of type κ vote against any incumbent having
implemented a policy other than x̂κ. Similarly, voters of type ℓ vote against
any incumbent having implemented policy x̂r, and voters of type r vote against
any incumbent having implemented policy x̂ℓ. Hence, x̂κ is the only policy
that can lead to reelection for any politician. We focus on two types of pure
strategy equilibria in state ŝ. If b is sufficiently high, then equilibrium displays
compromise and all politician types implement policy x̂κ and are reelected. If
b is sufficiently low, then equilibrium displays shirking and all politician types
implement their ideal policies, with only politicians of type κ being reelected.
The assumption that u� ǔ ¡ û�u ensures that voters of type τ P tℓ, ru support
politicians implementing their second-ranked policy in this equilibrium, while
the assumption that û� u ¡ 1

2
pu� ǔq ensures that politicians of type t P tℓ, ru

prefer to implement their ideal policy for a single term and be replaced by a
challenger to implement their second-ranked policy x̂κ and retain office. See
Figure 1 for a diagram of the equilibrium. Here, arrows emanating from the
realization of a state indicate policy choices of different types, where green
represents type ℓ, blue is type κ, and red is type r; and arrows emanating from
a policy choice indicate the electoral outcome as a function of the office holder’s
type and policy choice, so, e.g., a blue arrow pointing toward C from x̂ℓ indicates
that when a type κ office holder chooses x̂ℓ, voters replace the politician with a
challenger.

Equilibrium play in state s̊ depends on whether non-κ politicians compro-
mise or shirk in state ŝ. When b is high and all politicians compromise in
state ŝ, then there exists a simple Markov electoral equilibrium in which all
politicians implement their ideal policies in state s̊ and are reelected. In this
equilibrium, there is no disagreement expected in state ŝ, and all politicians de-
liver the same payoffs to all voters once a transition to that state occurs. Hence,
voters’ decisions to reelect an incumbent in state s̊ depend only on the policy
she implements while the state remains s̊, and all politician types can garner

11In Example 2, we let p̂ ¡ 1 but have state s̊ be absorbing, i.e., p̊ � 1.
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Figure 1: Equilibrium with state-dependent preferences

the support of some majority of voters in that state. In state ŝ, only voters
not of type κ vote in favor of their second-ranked policy. However, without a
Condorcet winner in state s̊, all voter types support incumbents having imple-
mented their second-ranked policy (types ℓ support x̂κ, types κ support x̂r and
types r support x̂ℓ).

When b is low and all politicians shirk in state ŝ, then there exists p̄ such that
when p̊ ¤ p̄, there exists an equilibrium in which all politicians implement their
ideal policy in state s̊ and only politicians of type κ are reelected in that state.
Indeed, if p̊ is low, then in state s̊ voters support candidates who, when freed
from their policy commitments by a transition to state ŝ, implement policies
they find acceptable. Hence, in state s̊, voters of type r are no longer willing to
support incumbents of type ℓ and voters of type κ are no longer willing to sup-
port incumbents of type r. Meanwhile, incumbents of type κ retain the support
of voters of type ℓ when they implement policy x̂κ. Hence, when disagreement
is expected in state ŝ, only politicians of type κ, the median type in state ŝ, gain
majority support in state s̊, so the remaining types simply choose their ideal
policies before being removed from office.

In the remainder of this section, we present results that elaborate on some
general properties of simple Markov electoral equilibria. First, we consider the
role of state-by-state commitment in generating dynamic incentives in the equi-
libria of the model. We then turn to the importance of mixed voting and policy
strategies and provide conditions sufficient for equilibria with pure voting strate-
gies and limited mixing (in a sense defined below) by politicians.
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Commitment We examine the role of state-by-state commitment by ana-
lyzing deferential equilibria in he model where states never persist. In particular,
if transitions pt and qt are independent of policies, and if the current state s

transitions to a different state s1 � s with probability one if the incumbent is
reelected, i.e., ptps|s, 1q � 0, then the dynamic linkage in the model is broken.12

Indeed, the payoffs to a voter of type τ from the incumbent or the challenger,

V B
τ ps, t, xq �

ş1 ptps1|s, 1qV F
τ ps1, tq

V C
τ ps, t, xq �

ş1 ptps1|s, 0q ţ1 qtpt1|s, s1qV F
τ ps1, t1q,

are independent of x. Then in a deferential equilibrium, either ρps, t, �q is con-
stant at zero or constant at one, so WB

t ps, xq and WC
t ps, xq are equivalent (up

to constant terms) to the stage utility wtps, xq. Therefore,
ρps, t, xqWB

t ps, xq � p1� ρps, t, xqqWC
t ps, xq � wtps, xq � constant,

and the office holders trivially maximizes her stage utility.

Proposition 1. Let σ be a deferential simple Markov electoral equilibrium. For
given s and t, assume that ptps1|s, x, 1q and qtpt1|s, xq are independent of x, and
that ptps|s, 1q � 0. Then πtp�|sq puts probability one on solutions to

max
xPXtpsqwtps, xq.

Mixed voting Randomization over electoral outcomes, i.e., ρps, t, xq Pp0, 1q, is needed in some environments, such as when X is finite. It is less
important under the following set of assumptions: for given s and t,

(A1) Ytpsq is convex,
(A2) utps, �q and wtps, �q are strictly quasi-concave,

(A3) transitions ptps1|s, x, eq and qtpt1|s, xq are independent of x for all s1, all
t1, and all e,

(A4) ptps|s, 1q ¡ 0.

These conditions impose typical convexity structure, along with the assumption
that transitions are policy-independent and that the probability that a state
persists is always positive. Then

V B
τ ps, t, xq � ptps|s, 1quτps, xq �°

s1�s ptps1|s, 1qV F
τ ps1, tq

1� δτptps|s, 1q (5)

12The restriction to deferential equilibria precludes possibly interesting equilibria in which
voters impose a cutoff for re-electing the incumbent, although they are indifferent between all
politicians; see, e.g., Barro (1973).
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is strictly quasi-concave in x, and

V C
τ ps, t, xq �

ţ1 qtpt1|sq ş1 ptps1|s, 0qV F
τ ps1, t1q

is independent of x. Thus, whenever P ps, tq � H, weak reelection sets Rps, tq are
the closure of strict P ps, tq, i.e., no policies in Rps, tq are isolated from P ps, tq.

The proof of the following lemma is straightforward and is omitted.

Lemma 1. Let σ be a simple Markov electoral equilibrium. Assume (A1)–(A4)
hold at s and t. Let C P Dtpsq be such that PCps, tq � H. Then PCps, tq is
convex, RCps, tq is convex, and RCps, tq � clPCps, tq.

We now provide conditions under which a simple Markov electoral equi-
librium with randomized voting strategies can be replaced by an outcome-
equivalent deferential simple Markov electoral equilibrium.

Proposition 2. Let σ � pπ, ρq be a simple Markov electoral equilibrium. As-
sume that for all s and all t, (A1)–(A4) hold; furthermore, assume that for all
C P Dtpsq, we have PCps, tq � H. Then there is a deferential simple Markov
electoral equilibrium σ1 � pπ1, ρ1q that attains the same policy outcomes, and
hence payoffs, as σ, i.e., for all s, all t, all τ , and all x, V F

τ ps, t|σ1q � V F
τ ps, tq

and WB
t ps, x|σ1q �WB

t ps, xq.
Proof. Consider a simple Markov electoral equilibrium σ, state s, and type t

office holder. Let Wtpsq denote the equilibrium payoff of the office holder in
state s under σ, i.e.,

Wtpsq � max

"
maxxPRps,tq !ρps, t, xqWB

t ps, xq � p1� ρps, t, xqqWC
t ps, xq),

maxxPZtpsqWC
t ps, xq*.

We claim that for all x P Rps, tq,
Wtpsq ¥ WB

t ps, xq. (6)

Otherwise, there exists C P Dtpsq such that x P RCps, tq. Lemma 1 implies that
RCps, tq � clPCps, tq, and since WB

t ps, �q is continuous and PCps, tq �� H, given
any ǫ ¡ 0, there exists xǫ P PCps, tq such that WB

t ps, xǫq � ǫ ¡ WB
t ps, xq ¡

Wtpsq. Since we can choose ǫ ¡ 0 small enough that WB
t ps, xǫq ¡ Wtpsq

and since ρps, t, xǫq � 1, this contradicts the optimality of πtp�|sq. Therefore,
Wtpsq ¥WB

t ps, xq, as claimed.

We define a voting stategy ρ1 that is identical to ρ except that ρ1ps, t, xq �
1 for all x P Rps, tq, and define proposal strategies π1tp�|sq such that for all
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measurable E � Xtpsq,
π1tpE|sq � πtpE X Ztpsq|sq � »

EXYtpsq ρps, t, xqπtpdx|sq� »
ξ|�1

Y
pEXZtpsqqp1� ρps, t, xqqπtpdx|sq,

where ξ|Y is the restriction of ξ to Y . Voters never randomize under profilepπ1, ρ1q, and instead we rely on randomization by politicians to mimic the elec-
toral outcomes of the equilibrium pπ, ρq. That is, whenever the office-holder
implements policy x P Rps, tq under π, under π1 she implements policy x with
probability ρps, t, xq and policy ξpxq with probability 1 � ρps, t, xq. First, note
that under pπ1, ρ1q all continuation values are the same as under pπ, ρq, and
payoffs to office holders are still Wtpsq. Second, note that this implies that for
all states s and types t, R1ps, tq � Rps, tq, and hence that ρ1 is consistent with
voter optimality. Third, to verify that π1 is consistent with optimality of policy
choices, consider x P Rps, tq with ρps, t, xq   1, and note that if x R supppπtp�|sqq,
then, by (6), specifying that ρ1ps, t, xq � 1 does not provide any incentives for
type t politicians to deviate to policy x. If instead x P Rps, tq X supppπtp�|sqq,
then it must be that

WB
t ps, xq � wtps, xq � δtV

C
t ps, tq � Wtpsq.

Indeed, if x P supppπtp�|sqq, then we have that WB
t ps, xq ¥ wtps, xq�δtV

C
t ps, tq,

since the politician can obtain the payoff wtps, xq � δtV
C
t ps, tq by implementing

policy ξpxq. Also, if WB
t ps, xq ¡ wtps, xq � V C

t ps, tq, then (6) and ρps, t, xq   1
imply that Wtpsq ¡ ρps, t, xqWB

t ps, xq � p1 � ρps, t, xqqWC
t ps, xq, contradicting

x P supppπtp�|sqq. Given that the office-holder is indifferent between being
reelected or not following policy x, the additional randomization introduced by
π1 relative to π is consistent with optimality.

A condition of Proposition 2 is that strict reelection sets be nonempty in all
states. This ensures that voters can mix following policies in Rps, tqzP ps, tq only
when incumbents are indifferent between being reelected or not, so that we rely
on randomized campaign decisions by indifferent politicians in the deferential
equilibrium to mimic randomized voting strategies in the original equilibrium.
This assumption is not innocuous. Indeed, in Example 3 below, we provide a
simple setting (with policy-dependent transitions) in which, in some states, the
weak reelection sets of all politicians are empty.

Next, we give conditions under which an office holder will at most mix over
the decisive coalitions that can be targeted to gain reelection through compro-
mise and shirking. In such equilibria, policy strategies will not involve mixing
over policies acceptable to a given decisive coalition. Specifically, under condi-
tions (A1)–(A4), the expected discounted utility of a type t office holder from
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choosing policy x in state s and being reelected in state s (and continuing to be
reelected in s) is for all x P Y ,

WB
t ps, xq �

1

1� δtptps|s, 1q�wtps, xq � δt
ş1�s

ptps1|s, 1q »
x1 �ρps1, x1, tqWB

t ps1, x1q� p1� ρps1, x1, tqqWC
t ps, x1q�πtpdx1|s1q�,

and for all x P Z,

WB
t ps, xq � wtps, xq � δtV

C
t ps, tq.

which are strictly quasi-concave in x. An implication, with Lemma 1, is that
for each C P Dtpsq such that RCps, tq �� H, the function WB

t ps, xq has a unique
maximizer on the set RCps, tq.
Proposition 3. Let σ be a simple Markov electoral equilibrium. Assume (A1)–
(A4) hold at s and t. Then for all C P Dtpsq, we have|tx P Rps, tq : ρps, t, xq ¡ 0u X supp πtp�|sq| ¤ 1.

Proof. Given state s and a type t office-holder, consider any coalition C P Dtpsq
and let x1, x2 P tx P Rps, tq : ρps, t, xq ¡ 0uX suppπtp�|sq. If x1 � x2, then strict
quasi-concavity of uτ ps, �q for all voter types τ P C implies that for all λ P p0, 1q,
λx1 � p1 � λqx2 P PCps, tq, and therefore ρps, t, λx1 � p1 � λqx2q � 1. Assume
without loss of generality that wtps, x2q ¥ wtps, x1q. Since ρps, t, x1q ¡ 0, it must
be that WB

t ps, x1q ¥ WC
t ps, x1q, otherwise a politician of type t could obtain a

strictly higher payoff by deviating to ξpx1q instead of x1 in state s. Hence, the
strict quasiconcavity of wtps, �q implies that

WB
t ps, λx1 � p1� λqx2q ¡ WB

t ps, x1q¥ ρps, t, x1qWB
t ps, x1q � p1� ρps, t, x1qqWC

t ps, x1q,
contradicting the optimality of πtp�|sq.

Thus, if a single voter is representative in state s, in the sense considered
in the next section, then the preceding result establishes that the office-holder
will either compromise by choosing a policy acceptable to this voter, choose her
ideal policy, or randomize over these two options.

5 Representative Voters

Given a simple Markov electoral equilibrium σ, a type τ voter is representative
in state s for a type t office holder if P ps, tq � Pτ ps, tq and Rps, tq � Rτ ps, tq.
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Example 2. In all equilibria from Example 1, since the state ŝ with a Condorcet
winner was absorbing, voter type κ was representative in that state. Note also
that voter type κ was representative in state s̊ when the equilibrium in state
ŝ called for shirking, whereas no voter type was representative in state s̊ when
the equilibrium in state ŝ called for compromise. That voter type κ need not
be representative in state s̊ in all equilibria is natural since policy x̂κ is not
a Condorcet winner in that state. However, in a variant of the model from
that example, we show that in some equilibria voter type κ need not even be
representative in state ŝ.

To this end, suppose that the state with the Condorcet cycle is absorbing
(p̊ � 1). If the probability p̂ of remaining in the state with a Condorcet win-
ner is sufficiently low, then there exists a simple Markov electoral equilibrium in
which, in all states, politicians of all types implement their ideal policies and are
reelected. In state ŝ, voters support politicians who will implement their second-
ranked policy in state s̊, even if these politicians implement their third-ranked
policy in state ŝ. In particular, voters of type ℓ and κ support policy x̂κ when
implemented by a politician of type κ, voters of type r and κ support policy x̂r

when implemented by a politician of type r and voters of type r and ℓ support
policy x̂ℓ when implemented by a politician of type ℓ. When transitions away
from state ŝ are likely, x̂κ is a Condorcet winner in state ŝ, voters support incum-
bents based on the policies they will implement in state s̊. The absence of a Con-
dorcet winner in state s̊ is carried into state ŝ through dynamic incentives.

Given s, say Dtpsq is a weighted majority rule if there exist weights nτ psq ¥ 0
with

°
τPT nτ psq � 1 such that Dtpsq � tC :

°
τPC nτ psq ¡ 1

2
u. Assume policies

lie in Euclidean space, so Y � R
d, and to each type τ , associate a vector x̂τ P R

d.
The stage utility uτ ps, �q is quadratic if for all x P Y , uτ ps, xq � �||x� x̂τ ||2. A
vector x P R

d is a total median in state s for a type t office holder if for every
non-zero p P R

d, we have¸tnτ psq : p � px̂τ � xq ¡ 0u ¤ 1

2
.

If d � 1, then there is at least one total median, although there may be no total
median in higher dimensions. If Dtpsq is strong, in the sense that there is no
coalition C with

°
τPC nτ psq � 1

2
, then there is at most one total median, and

if x is a total median, then there exists a type κ P T with nκpsq ¡ 0 such that
x � x̂κ, and we refer to κ as the total median type at s for t. A policy x P Y

is a core policy in state s for a type t office holder if there is no y P Y such
that tτ P T : uτ ps, yq ¡ utps, xqu P Dtpsq. Assuming Euclidean stage utilities,
every core policy that belongs to the interior of Y (if any) is a total median, but
the converse need not hold; in particular, a total median need not be a feasible
policy.

We make use of the following conditions, where the last two restrictions hold
for a given state s and type t:
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(B1) Y � ℜd,

(B2) uτ ps, xq is quadratic for all τ ,

(B3) δτ � δ for all τ ,

(B4) Dtpsq is a strong weighted majority rule,

(B5) there is a total median policy at s for t.

The assumption of quadratic utility, in (B2), may seem more stringent than it
actually is. Although we write utility as a function of policy alone, we can exploit
state-dependence of the feasible policies to capture settings in which ideal points
are subject to a common shock. To be more precise, consider a model in which
utility functions have the form uτ px, sq � �||x�x̂τ�s||2, where the state s P R

d

shifts the ideal points of all voters. This functional form is precluded by (B2),
but we can reformulate the model so that the feasible set is Ỹ psq � Y psq � s,
the challenger distribution and state transition are q̃tpt1|s, x̃q � qtpt1|s, x̃ � sq
and p̃tps1|s, x̃, eq � ptps1|s, x̃� s, eq, and utilities are ũτ px̃q � �||x̃� x̂τ ||2; this
satisfies (B2) and preserves the strategic incentives of the original model.

The next result establishes that the above conditions indeed imply that some
voter type is representative in s for t.

Theorem 3. Let σ be a simple Markov electoral equilibrium. Assume (B1)–
(B3), and assume (B4) and (B5) hold for s and t. Let κ be the total median
type at s for t. Then voter type κ is representative in s for t:

P ps, tq � Pκps, tq and Rps, tq � Rκps, tq.
Banks and Duggan (2001) establish the representative voter theorem for

quadratic utilities in the adverse selection model, which corresponds to the
single-state model in the present context. The approach uses a lemma of Banks
and Duggan (2006) to the effect that the total median voter is decisive between
pairs of lotteries over policies: there is a decisive coalition preferring one lottery
to another if and only if this is the preference of the total median voter type.
The application of the lemma relies on the observation that a voter’s expected
discounted payoffs from electing the incumbent and challenger (normalized by
1� δ) can be written as integrals with respect to appropriately specified proba-
bility measures. Given a deferential equilibrium in the single-state model with
mixed motivations, we have ptps|s, x, 1q � 1, so p1 � δqV B

τ ps, t, xq � uτ ps, xq,
which is trivially the integral with respect to the unit mass on x. For the con-
tinuation value of a challenger, we can solve explicitly for V C

τ ps, t, xq to obtainp1� δqV C
τ ps, t, xq� °
t1 �qtpt1|s, xqπt1pXzRτ ps, t1qqp1� δquτ px̂t1q � ³

Rτ ps,t1q uτ pxqπt1 pdx|sq�
1� δ

°
t1 qtpt1|s, xqπt1pXzRτ ps, t1qq
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By inspection, this is the integral with respect to the “continuation distribution”
ν� defined by

ν�pAq � °
t1 �qtpt1|s, xqπt1pXzRτps, t1qqp1� δq∆px̂t1q � πt1pAXRps, t1qq�

1� δ
°

t1 qtpt1|s, xqπt1pXzRτps, t1qq
for every Borel set A � X , where ∆px̂t1 q is the unit mass on the ideal point
of the type t1 voter. Then decisiveness of the total median voter implies that
Rps, tq consists of policies that yield utility to the total median at least equal to
the expected utility from the lottery ν�, so the total median is representative.

In the general model with multiple states and transition probabilities that
depend on policy, the application of the lemma of Banks and Duggan (2006) is
not straightforward: the relevant lotteries will depend on the state s, the incum-
bent type t, and the incumbent’s policy choice x, and they must be obtained by
solving a (possibly infinite) system of equations. The proof of Theorem 3 ap-
plies the contraction mapping theorem in a space of measure-valued functions
to establish the existence of families tµ�Xp�|s, t, xq | s P S, t P T, x P Xu andtν�Xp�|s, t, xq | s P S, t P T, x P Xu of probability measures on X such that

V B
τ ps, t, xq � 1

1� δ

»
x1 uτ px1qµ�Xpdx1|s, t, xq

V C
τ ps, t, xq � 1

1� δ

»
x1 uτ px1qν�Xpdx1|s, t, xq

for all s, all t, and all x. Mathematically speaking, then, an election presents
voters with the choice between two lotteries, the incumbent lottery µ�Xp�|s, t, xq
and the challenger lottery ν�Xp�|s, t, xq. Then the representative voter theorem
follows from the social choice result on the decisiveness of the total median.

When some voter type κ is a representative in state s for type t, we may
consider the optimal retention problem in s for t for the representative voter:
the problem is to retain a type t office holder or replace her with a challenger
as a function of her policy choice x P Y at the current state s (and all future
realizations of s), given the strategies of all players. The Bellman equation for
this problem is

V
B

κ ps, t, xq � max

#
ptps|s, x, 1qruκps, xq � δκV

B

κ ps, t, xqs�°
s1�s ptps1|s, x, 1qV F

κ ps1, tq , V
C

κ ps, t, xq+
for all x P Y , where V

C

κ and V
F

κ are defined as in (2) and (3), with V
B

κ sub-
stituted for V B

κ in state s given politician type t. The outcome of an election
in state s between a type t incumbent and a challenger will be determined, by
definition, according to whether the incumbent or challenger offers the represen-
tative voter a higher expected discounted payoff. Although the representative
voter’s preferences indicate which candidate will win in state s, however, she
plays a passive role in this definition: she cannot unilaterally overturn electoral
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outcomes in the current and future periods. Nevertheless, the next lemma es-
tablishes that electoral outcomes for a type t office holder in state s do solve the
representative voter’s optimal retention problem. Thus, in equilibrium, it is as
if the representative voter in s for t can actively choose a strategy for reelecting
a type t incumbent in all realizations of s given any policy choice.

Lemma 2. Let σ be a simple Markov electoral equilibrium. Assume that the
type κ voter is representative in s for t. Then for all x P Y ,

V
B

κ ps, t, xq � ρps, t, xqV B
κ ps, t, xq � p1� ρps, t, xqqV C

κ ps, t, xq.
Proof. Let the type κ voter be representative in s for t, and define

Ṽ B
κ ps, t, xq � ρps, t, xqV B

κ ps, t, xq � p1� ρps, t, xqqV C
κ ps, t, xq

for all x P Y . It suffices to show that

Ṽ B
κ ps, t, xq � max

"
ptps|s, x, 1qruκps, xq � δκṼ

B
κ ps, t, xqs�°

s1�s ptps1|s, x, 1qṼ F
κ ps1, tq , Ṽ C

κ ps, t, xq* ,

where Ṽ C
κ and Ṽ F

κ are defined as in (2) and (3), with Ṽ B
κ ps, t, xq substituted for

V B
κ in state s given politician type t for each policy x. For future use, we refer

to the modified equations as (21) and (31). First, we claim that for all x P Y ,

ρps, t, xqṼ B
κ ps, t, xq � p1� ρps, t, xqqV C

κ ps, t, xq� ρps, t, xqV B
κ ps, t, xq � p1� ρps, t, xqqV C

κ ps, t, xq.
Indeed, the claim follows from two observations: if V B

κ ps, t, xq ¥ V C
κ ps, t, xq,

then because κ is representative in s for t, ρps, t, xq   1 implies V B
κ ps, t, xq �

V C
κ ps, t, xq; and if V C

κ ps, t, xq ¡ V B
κ ps, t, xq, then ρps, t, xq � 0. Second, the claim

implies that equations (21) and (31) are in fact identical to (2) and (3), and we
conclude that for all x, Ṽ C

κ ps, t, xq � V C
κ ps, t, xq, and that for all s1, Ṽ F

κ ps1, tq �
V F
κ ps1, tq. Third, to show that Ṽ B

κ ps, t, �q solves the desired functional equation,
consider any x P Y . In case V B

κ ps, t, xq ¥ V C
κ ps, t, xq, the second step above

implies that Ṽ B
κ ps, t, xq � V B

κ ps, t, xq. With the third step, we then have

V B
κ ps, t, xq � ptps|s, x, 1qruκps, xq � δκṼ

B
κ ps, t, xqs�

ş1�s

ptps1|s, x, 1qṼ F
κ ps1, tq,

and since V B
κ ps, t, xq ¥ maxtV B

κ ps, t, xq, V C
κ ps, t, xqu, we are done. In the com-

plementary case V B
κ ps, t, xq   V C

κ ps, t, xq, the second and third steps imply
Ṽ B
κ ps, t, cq � V C

κ ps, t, xq � Ṽ C
κ ps, t, xq. Suppose in order to deduce a contradic-

tion that

Ṽ B
κ ps, t, xq   max

"
ptps|s, x, 1qruκps, xq � δκṼ

B
κ ps, t, xqs�°

s1�s ptps1|s, x, 1qṼ F
κ ps1, tq , Ṽ C

κ ps, t, xq* .
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Therefore, after substitution we have

V C
κ ps, t, xq   ptps|s, x, 1qruκps, xq � δκV

C
κ ps, t, xqs�

ş1�s

ptps1|s, x, 1qV F
κ ps1, tq,

or equivalently,

V C
κ ps, t, xq   ptps|s, x, 1quκps, xq �°

s1�s ptps1|s, x, 1qV F
κ ps1, tq

1� δκptps|s, x, 1q� V B
κ ps, t, xq,

a contradiction.

The next result establishes conditions under which the weak reelection set
is nonempty for at least one office holder type at any given state. The logic is
fairly simple: assuming some voter type is representative in s for all t, if the best
possible politician type chooses the best possible policy for the representative
voter in state s, then no challenger type can offer a higher expected payoff to the
voter. This argument relies on politicians feasibly mimicking the policy choices
and associated continuation payoffs of other types, so that it requires state and
challenger transitions to be independent of types. The analysis rests on the
following assumptions, given a state s:

(C1) Ytpsq is independent of t,
(C2) ptps1|s, x, eq is independent of t and e for all s1,
(C3) qtpt1|s, xq is independent of t for all t1.
Thus, it is at least conceivable that some politician type can be reelected in
equilibrium.

Proposition 4. Let σ be a simple Markov electoral equilibrium. Assume (C1)–
(C3), and assume that the type κ voter is representative in s for all t. Then
there exists a type t such that Rps, tq � H.

Proof. Fix state s, and suppose, in order to deduce a contradiction that for all
types t, Rps, tq � H. Thus, for all types t and all policies x, ρps, t, xq � 0 and

V F
κ ps, tq � »

x

ruκps, xq � δκV
C
κ ps, xqsπtpdx|sq.

Let type t and policy x satisfy

x P argmax

"
uκps, x1q � δκV

C
κ ps, x1q : x P ¤

t1PT supppπt1p�|sqq*,
t P argmax

"
V B
κ ps, t1, xq : t1 P T

*
.
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Assume that x P Y psq. This is without loss of generality since if x P Zpsq, we
can consider ξ�1pxq. For every type t1 and every policy x1 P supppπt1p�|sqq, we
have

V B
κ ps, t, xq ¥ V B

κ ps, t1, xq� pps|s, xq�uκps, xq � δκV
C
κ ps, xq� �

ş1�s

pps1|s, xqV F
κ ps1, t1q¥ pps|s, xq�uκps, x1q � δκV

C
κ ps, x1q��

ş1�s

pps1|s, xqV F
κ ps1, t1q,

which implies that V B
κ ps, t, xq ¥ °

s1 pps1|s, xqV F
κ ps1, t1q. Therefore, since t1 was

arbitrary, we have

V B
κ ps, t, xq ¥

ţ1 qpt1|s, xq ş1 pps1|s, xqV F
κ ps1, t1q � V C

κ ps, xq,
which implies that Rps, tq � H, yielding the desired contradiction.

If in equilibrium voters support politicians implementing acceptable policies
and politicians place sufficiently great weight on holding office, then any office
holder whose weak reelection set is nonempty will choose a policy from this set
and be reelected. Under the conditions of Proposition 4, therefore, at least one
politician type will compromise to win reelection.

Corollary 1. Let σ be a simple Markov electoral equilibrium and for all t,
assume mixed motivation, i.e., wtps, xq � utps, xq�bt, with bt large, and δt ¡ 0.

1. Assume (C1)–(C3) and assume that the type κ voter is representative in s

for all t and that, for all types t and all x P Rps, tq, we have ρps, t, xq ¡ 0.
Then there is a type t such that πtpRps, tq|sq � 1.

2. If σ is deferential, then for all types t, πtpRps, tq|sq � 1.

Proof. Without loss of generality, normalize stage utilities so that 0 ¤ ut ¤ u.
If the simple Markov electoral equilibrium has the property listed in part 1,
then the payoff to a type t office-holder from choosing policy x P Rps, tq is at
least btr1�δtρps, t, xqs, while her payoff to choosing policy x R Rps, tq is at most
bt � u

1�δt
. Since δt ¡ 0 and ρps, t, xq ¡ 0 for all t and all x P Rps, tq, politicians

prefer reelection for sufficiently high office benefit bt. In particular, the type
t politician established in Proposition 4, for whom Rps, tq �� H, will chose to
compromise, so that πtpRps, tq|sq � 1, as required. Part 2 follows immediately,
since in a deferential equilibrium Rps, tq �� H for all s and t and ρps, t, xq � 1
for all x P Rps, tq.

If the assumptions of Proposition 4 are relaxed, then the result no longer
holds. In particular, if state transitions can depend on the office holder’s type,
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then it is possible that in some states, the weak reelection sets of all politi-
cians are empty: voters have a strict incentive to remove all incumbents, and so
politicians have no incentives to compromise in order to improve their reelec-
tion chances. This new form of “political failure,” which is driven by dynamic
incentives, is illustrated in the next example.

Example 3 (Dynamic political failure). Assume the state space is S �ts1, s�1, su, and the type space is T � t1,�1, κu. Assume that type κ voters
are representative in all states and that politicians can only be of type 1 or �1,
and let t range over t1,�1u. Sets of feasible policies are independent of politi-
cians’ types and are such that Y pstq � tx1, x�1u and Y psq � txu. Transition
probabilities are such that ptps�t|st, x1q � 1, ptpst|st, x�1q � ptps�t|s�t, x�1q �
ptps�t|s�t, x1q � p P p0, 1q, and ptps|st, x�1q � ptps|s�t, x�1q � ptps|s�t, x1q �
1� p, where we assume that p is sufficiently small. State s is absorbing. Chal-
lenger selection probabilities are independent of states, policies and incumbents’
types and are such that qptq � qp�tq � 1

2
. Note that, other than the part of

(C2) that requires transition probabilities be independent of politicians’ types,
all conditions (C1)–(C3) are respected. The payoffs to type κ voters are inde-
pendent of states and are such that uκpx1q ¡ uκpx�1q ¡ uκpxq. Politicians have
mixed motivations with type-independent office benefit b ¥ 0 and stage utilities
such that utpst, x1q � utps�t, x�1q ¡ utpst, x�1q � utps�t, x1q ¡ utps, xq.

We claim that there exists a simple Markov electoral equilibrium in which
all type t politicians choose policy x1 in state st and policy x�1 in state s�t

and such that for all states s P ts1, s�1u, we have Rps, tq � H. To see that
voting strategies are optimal on the equilibrium path, note that in state st, a
politician of type t who implements the optimal policy x1 for the type κ voter
induces a transition to state s�t. If the voter κ reelects the incumbent, then this
politician would choose her ideal policy x�1 in state s�t and not be reelected.
If instead the voter opts for the challenger, then this politician may be of type�t, in which case she would choose her ideal policy in state s�t, which is the
optimal policy x1 for the type κ voter. Hence, voters of type κ have a strict
incentive to opt for the challenger in order to target a politician that better
fits the next period’s state. See Figure 2 for the equilibrium diagram depicting
transition probabilities and the policy choices of the type 1 politicians.

The surprising feature of this example is that politicians of type t cannot
implement any policy in states st or s�t that leads to reelection. Hence, it
must be that in state st, the voters of type κ have strict incentives to replace
a type t office holder who chooses policy x�1. If the state does not transition
to the “bad” absorbing state s, then it remains at st. A reelected incumbent is
committed to x�1, and so, in that state, she mimics the behavior of a type �t
office holder in that state, and they are always replaced. It must also be that
in state s�t, voters of type κ have strict incentives to replace an incumbent of
type t who has implemented the optimal policy x1 of the type κ voter. Again,
the state can either remain in s�t or transition to the bad state s. If it remains
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Figure 2: Dynamic political failure

in s�t, then the incumbent is committed to the ideal policy of type κ voters.
However, a challenger of type �t would choose the same policy, but with the
added benefit of steering future transitions away from the bad state s. The risk
for type κ voters of opting for the challenger is that if she is type t, then she
chooses policy x�1. If p, the probability of remaining in state s�t, is sufficiently
small, then supporting the challenger is strictly optimal for type κ voters.

6 Dynamic Core Convergence

In the basic Downsian model, two candidates simultaneously choose platforms
in a one-dimensional policy space, an odd number of voters have single-peaked
preferences, and candidates are motivated solely by winning the election. The
classical median voter theorem is that the unique equilibrium of this game is
that each candidate promises, and if elected implements, the ideal policy of
the median voter. The result persists even if candidates are policy motivated
or have mixed motivations. There are three aspects of the current model that
undercut the possibility of such a result. First, candidates cannot make binding
campaign promises; rather, an incumbent “competes” by choice of policy with
the prospect of an unknown challenger. Second, even if a fixed voter type is
representative across all states, there is not generally a single “ideal point” of the
representative type; rather, the optimal policy choices of the voter will be state-
dependent and would be obtained as the solution to a hypothetical dynamic
programming problem in which this voter could choose policies directly. Third,
it is possible that different voter types are representative in different states, so
the hypothetical scenario is not as simple as solving a dynamic programming
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problem; rather, we hypothesize a game among representative voter types, and
we must address the possibility of multiple equilibria in this “representative
voting game.”

The first aspect is addressed by Banks and Duggan (2008), who establish
in the single-state model that when players are sufficiently patient, or when
office benefits are sufficiently high, the policies chosen by office holders of all
types will converge to the ideal point of the median type. Here, we address
the second and third aspects. We assume that in each state, some voter type
is representative, and we do not initially assume that this type is the same in
each state. We give relatively general conditions for “weak core convergence”
results, which state that equilibria in the representative voting game can be
replicated in the electoral model; in case a fixed voter type is representative in
each state, this means that there is a simple Markov electoral equilibrium that
solves the representative voter’s dynamic programming problem. But these
results leave the possibility that the electoral model can admit equilibria that
do not correspond to equilibria of the representative voting game. We then take
up the possibility of “strong core convergence” and provide more restrictive
conditions under which full equivalence obtains.

We maintain the following assumptions in the electoral model, in order to
formulate the hypothetical game among representative voters:

(D1) ptps1|s, x, eq is independent of t and e,

(D2) mixed motives, i.e., wtps, xq � utps, xq � bt,

(D3) δt ¡ 0 for all t,

(D4) voter type κpsq is representative in s for all s,

(D41) the representative voter κ � κpsq is independent of s.
Given restrictions (D1)–(D4), we can define the associated representative

voting game as follows:

• the set of players is K � tκpsq : s P Su,
• in state s, player κpsq chooses any x P Yκpsqpsq,
• a new state s1 is drawn from pp�|s, xq,
• the per-period payoff to player τ P K is uτ ps, xq,

and then κps1q chooses from Yκps1q, and so on. As is standard, payoffs from
infinite histories are the sum of per-period payoffs discounted by δτ , for τ P K,
and a strategy for player κpsq is a profile π̃κpsq � pπ̃s,τ qτ�κpsq, where π̃s,κpsq
is a probability measure on Yκpsqpsq that represents the mixture over policies
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by κpsq in state s. We consider stationary Markov perfect equilibria of the
game. Under (D41), when the representative voter type is fixed across states,
the representative voting game reduces to a representative dynamic programming
problem for agent κ. In this case, we drop the subscript on π̃κ, and we let V �

κ psq
denote the optimal value function for κ in this problem.

Weak core convergence We first provide a result showing that under
conditions (D1)–(D4), every equilibrium of the representative voting game can
be replicated in the electoral game. Although we do not obtain full equivalence,
the weak core convergence result can be viewed as providing a selection of simple
Markov electoral equilibria that may be useful in applications. Specifically, we
show that if π̃ is an equilibrium of the representative voting game, then there is
a simple Markov electoral equilibrium such that in each state s, office holders
of all types t will use the mixed strategy π̃s,κpsq of the representative voter in
s. Because the type t politician may have very different preferences than the
representative voter, this result may seem surprising. In particular, to induce
this mixing, we must devise equilibrium strategies so that the type t politician
is indifferent over all policies in the support of π̃s,κpsq. We use mixed voting
strategies in combination with the assumption of large office benefit to achieve
this. However, mixed voting strategies are critical only when the equilibrium
π̃ is in mixed strategies: when π̃ is pure, our construction delivers an electoral
equilibrium with pure voting strategies. Logically speaking, preconditions of the
theorem are that politicians of all types be able to choose the optimal policies
of the representative voters, for which a reasonable sufficient condition is simply
that feasible policy sets are independent of politicians’ types.

Theorem 4. In addition to (D1)–(D4), assume:

• bt large for all t,

• Ytpsq is independent of t for all s.

Let π̃ � pπ̃κpsqq be a stationary Markov perfect equilibrium in the representative
voting game. Then there is a simple Markov electoral equilibrium σ � pπ, ρq
such that politicians implement the equilibrium from the voting game: for all
s and all t, πtp�|sq � π̃s,κpsq. Furthermore, if π̃ is in pure strategies, then the
corresponding simple Markov electoral equilibrium σ has pure voting strategies.

Proof. Let π̃ � pπ̃s,κpsqq be a stationary Markov perfect equilibrium of the
representative voting game. Given state s and a choice of x P Y psq, the payoff
to player κpsq is uκpsqps, xq � δκpsqṼκpsqps, xq, where Ṽκpsq satisfies

Ṽκpsqps, xq �
ş1 pps1|s, xq »x1ruκpsqps1, x1q � δκpsqṼκpsqps1, x1qsπ̃s1pdx1q. (7)
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By assumption, π̃s,κpsq places probability one on best response policies for player
κpsq, i.e., on solutions to

max
xPY psq uκpsqps, xq � δκpsqṼκpsqps, xq.

To define σ � pπ, ρq, we specify that for all s and all t, πtp�|sq � π̃s,κpsq. We
define the voting strategy in a way that ensures each politician type is indifferent
among all policies in the support of π̃s,κpsq and has no profitable deviations
outside the support set. To do so, we use the reelection probability to bring the
office holder’s payoff down to the minimum possible over supppπ̃s,κpsqq: in this
equilibrium an office holder is reelected with probability one after choosing her
least preferred policies in the support of π̃s,κpsq and we assume that bt is large
to ensure that it is still optimal for this politician to compromise.

Normalize stage utilities so that 0 ¤ ut ¤ u. Let ws,t represent the minimum
expected discounted utility in state s for a type t office holder from choosing a
policy in the support of π̃s,κpsq and being reelected (and doing so in all other

states s1), so w � pws,tq P r bt
1�δt

, u�bt
1�δt

sS�T . Let w̃s,t represent the expected
discounted utility to a type t politician from electing a challenger in state s,
so that w̃ � pw̃s,tq P r0, u

1�δt
sS . We identify the minimum payoff of the type t

office holder in the support set by the recursion

ws,t � min
xPsupppπ̃s,κpsqqutps, xq � bt � δt

ş1 pps1|s, xqws1,t.
Note that, as required, bt

1�δt
¤ ws,t ¤ u�bt

1�δt
. And we define the challenger payoff

to the type t office holder following policy x by the recursion

w̃s,t � »
x

rutps, xq � δt
ş1 pps1|s, xqw̃s1,tsπ̃s,κpsqpdxq.

Note that, as required, 0 ¤ w̃s,t ¤ u
1�δt

. In the following, we choose bt large

enough that bt
1�δt

¥ u
1�δt

� bt, where we use the assumption that δt ¡ 0.

To construct reelection probabilities for politicians in different states follow-
ing different policy choices, we set the expected payoff of a type t politician in
state s following policy choice x in the support of π̃s,κpsq equal to ws,t. Specifi-
cally, given x P supppπ̃s,κpsqq, we set ρps, t, xq � r, where r solves

ws,t � utps, xq � bt � δt
ş1 pps1|s, xqrrws1,t � p1� rqw̃s1 ,ts.

Note that for all x P supppπ̃s,κpsqq and all s1, we have

ws1,t ¥ bt

1� δt
¡ u

1� δt
� bt ¥ utps, xq � bt � δw̃s1,t,
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so that r P r0, 1s is uniquely defined by the above equation, with r � 1 if and
only if x achieves payoff ws,t for politician type t. That is, we define

ρps, t, xq � #
ws,t�putps,xq�bt�δt

°
s1 pps1|s,xqw̃s1,tq

δt
°

s1 pps1|s,xqpws1,t�w̃s1,tq if x P supppπ̃s,κpsqq
0 else.

Thus, the type t office holder is indifferent over policies in the support of π̃s,κpsq,
and since ws,t ¡ u

1�δt
� bt, there are no profitable deviations for the politician

outside the support. Finally, because all politicians use the same policy strat-
egy, voters are indifferent between political candidates, so the voting strategy ρ

satisfies our equilibrium condition.

Note that if π̃ is in pure strategies, then for each state s and politician type t,
x P supppπ̃s,κpsqq attains ws,t and the voting strategy specified by ρ is pure.

When the equilibrium of the representative voting game is pure, the voting
strategy specified in the second part of Theorem 4 is pure but not deferential:
there can be cases in which a representative voter is indifferent between the
incumbent and challenger, yet rejects the incumbent. In case the representative
voter is fixed across states, however, the representative voting game reduces to
a dynamic programming problem, and we can restrict attention to deferential
equilibria in which an office holder is reelected if and only if she chooses op-
timally for the voter. Moreover, we can use pure strategy equilibria in which
a politician’s policy strategy selects the best policy for the politician from the
voter’s optimal policies. With a single representative voter type, this ensures
the politician’s reelection.

Theorem 5. In addition to (D1)–(D3) and (D41), assume:

• bt large for all t,

• Ytpsq is independent of t for all s.

Then there exists a pure optimal policy rule for the representative voter’s dy-
namic programming problem, π� � pπ�s q, along with a deferential simple Markov
electoral equilibrium σ � pπ, ρq in pure strategies such that politicians implement
this policy rule in the equilibrium: for all s and all t, πtp�|sq � π�s .
Proof. Fix a state s, and recall that V �

κ psq is the optimal value of the represen-
tative voter’s dynamic programming problem in this state. Let

X�psq � arg max
xPY psquκpx, sq � δκ

ş1 pps1|s, xqV �
κ ps1q,

be the optimal policies for voter κ in state s. For each politician type t, consider
the dynamic program in which the politician chooses policy from X�psq in each
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state and is always reelected. The Bellman equation for this program is

V �
t psq � max

xPX�psqutps, xq � δt
ş1 pps1|s, xqV �

t ps1q.
For each state s, let x�t psq be a selection from the policies solving this program for
the type t politician. Define σ � pπ, ρq so that for all s and all t, πtptx�t psqu|sq �
1, and ρps, t, xq � 1 if x P X�psq and ρps, t, xq � 0 otherwise. Obviously, σ is a
simple Markov strategy profile in pure strategies. Note that V F

κ ps, tq � V �
κ psq

and that, recalling value function Ṽκ from (7), V B
κ ps, xq ¤ Ṽκps, xq for all x,

with equality if and only if x P X�psq. Then for all s, all t, and all x,

V B
κ ps, x, tq � pps|s, xqruκps, xq � δκV

B
κ ps, x, tqs �

ş1�s

pps1|s, xqV F
κ ps1, tq¤ pps|s, xqruκps, xq � δκṼκps, xqs �

ş1�s

pps1|s, xqV F
κ ps1, tq¤

ş1 pps1|s, xqV �
κ ps1q,

V C
κ ps, x, tq �

ţ1 qtpt1|s, xq ş1 pps1|s, xqV F
κ ps1, tq�

ş1 pps1|s, xqV �
κ ps1q,

so that V B
κ ps, x, tq ¤ V C

κ ps, x, tq, with equality if and only if x P X�psq. Thus,
the voting rule ρ satisfies the conditions for equilibrium, and σ is in fact deferen-
tial. By construction, in each state s, no type t politician can deviate profitably
from πtp�|sq by choosing a policy inX�psq � Rps, tq. Given state s and politician
type t, normalizing stage utilities so that 0 ¤ ut ¤ u, assuming bt sufficiently
large, and using δt ¡ 0, we have

WB
t ps, x�t psqq ¥ bt

1� δt
¥ bt � u

1� δt
¥ WC

t ps, xq,
for all x P Y psqzX�psq, fulfilling the optimality condition for politicians.

Strong core convergence Whereas Theorem 4 allows the representative
voter to vary with the state and establish weak core convergence results — that
every equilibrium of the representative voting game can be replicated in the
electoral model — we now assume that the representative voter type is constant
across states, and we establish the stronger conclusion that every equilibrium
of the electoral model achieves (or almost achieves) this voter’s payoff in the
representative voting game. Thus, all simple Markov electoral equilibria pro-
vide (close to) the same payoff for the representative voter, and all politicians
(almost) solve the representative voter’s dynamic programming problem.

We first assume policy-motivated politicians and provide an asymptotic re-
sult: as voters and politicians become patient, the representative voter’s optimal
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payoff is approached in a strong sense. The logic of this is the following. By
Lemma 2, equilibrium electoral outcomes solve the representative voter’s opti-
mal retention problem. One voting strategy, which may not be optimal, is to
simply retain any type κ office holder and reject all other types. Since type
κ voters and politicians have perfectly aligned preferences, the latter’s policy
choices are solutions to the representative dynamic programming problem. In-
tuitively, as the type κ voter and politician become arbitrarily patient, the loss
from this strategy becomes negligible. The equilibrium voting strategy can do
no worse than this simple rule, and therefore the representative voter’s payoffs
approach the optimal level. Two assumptions are key for the representative
voter to implement the previous voting strategy. First, any given state must
recur under any profile of policy strategies by politicians. Second, the proba-
bility that a politician of type κ is selected as the challenger must be uniformly
bounded away from zero.

We define a state s to be strongly recurrent if, starting from s, the probability
of returning to s is equal to one, regardless of implemented policies. More
formally, for all m, let

Ψmpsq � tps0, . . . , smq | s0 � s � sj for some j � 1, . . . ,mu
be the set of paths s � ps0, . . . , smq of states of length m� 1 such that s recurs
at least once. For all sequences s � ps0, . . . , smq of states, let

Φmpsq � "px0, . . . , xmq���� x0 P Y ps0q and xj P Y psjq
for all j � 1, . . . ,m

*
be the set of feasible paths of policies. Then define

pmpsq � ¸
sPΨmpsqmin

#
m¹
j�1

ppsj |sj�1, xj�1q | x P Φmpsq+
as the minimum probability that s is realized within m periods of s being pre-
viously realized. Finally, strong recurrence of s means that limmÑ8 pmpsq � 1.

Theorem 6. Consider any strongly recurrent state s. In addition to (D1)–(D3)
and (D41), assume:

• policy motivation, i.e., bt � 0 for all t,

• mint,x qtpκ|s, xq ¡ 0.

Let δκ � δ Ñ 1, and let tσδu be corresponding simple Markov electoral equilibria.
Then for all t,

lim
δÑ1

V F,δ
κ ps, tq

V
�,δ
κ ps, κq ¥ 1.
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Proof. Fix δ, let σδ � pπδ, ρδq be a simple Markov electoral equilibrium given δ,
let π�,δκ denote an optimal strategy for the representative voter in the dynamic
programming problem, and let σ̂δ � pπ̂δ, ρ̂q denote the equilibrium σδ modified
as follows: for all s and all t � κ, let π̂δ

t p�|sq � πδ
t p�|sq, let π̂δ

κp�|sq � π�,δκ psq,
and specify ρ̂ps, t, xq � 1 if t � κ and ρ̂ps, t, xq � 0 otherwise. Letting V̂ F,δ

κ ps, tq
denote the expected discounted payoff to the type κ voter from electing a free
type t politician in state s given strategy profile σ̂δ, payoff achieves the voter’s
optimum: V̂ F,δ

κ ps, κq � V �,δ
κ ps, κq.

The profile σ̂δ may not itself be an equilibrium, but it must be the case that
for all states s, V F,δ

κ ps, κq ¥ V̂ F,δ
κ ps, κq. Otherwise, because the payoffs of the

representative voter κ and the type κ politicians are aligned, a joint deviation
to their strategies under σ̂ is mutually profitable. In turn, by the principle of
optimality, this contradicts either the optimality of reelection choices for the
representative voter, from Lemma 2, or the policy choices of politicians of type
κ under σδ. Indeed, suppose the inequality is violated at some state. Note that
since payoffs are aligned between the type κ voter and politicians, we have

WB,δ
κ ps, xq � uκps, xq � δrρps, κ, xqV B,δ

κ ps, κ, xq � p1� ρps, κ, xqqV C,δ
κ ps, κ, xq

and WC,δ
κ ps, xq � V C,δ

κ ps, κ, xq for all s and all x, given equilibrium σδ. By
supposition, σδ is not jointly optimal for the type κ voter and politicians, so
there exist s1 and x1 such that either

uκps1, x1q � δrρps1, κ, x1qV B,δ
κ ps1, κ, x1q � p1� ρps1, κ, x1qqV C,δ

κ ps1, κ, x1qs¡ »
x

�
uκps1, xq � δrρps1, κ, xqV B,δ

κ ps1, κ, xq� p1� ρps1, κ, xqqV C,δ
κ ps1, κ, xqs�πδ

κpdx|s1q,
or V C,δ

κ ps1, κ, x1q ¡ V B,δ
κ ps1, κ, x1q. But in the first case, we have

WB,δ
κ ps1, x1q ¡ max

xPXκps1q ρps1, κ, xqWB,δ
κ ps1, xq � p1� ρps1, κ, xqWC,δ

κ ps1, xq,
contradicting optimality of πδ

κ for the politician, and in the second case, we have

V
B,δ

κ ps1, κ, x1q � ρps1, κ, x1qV B,δ
κ ps1, κ, x1q � p1� ρps1, κ, x1qqV C,δ

κ ps1, κ, x1q  V C,δ
κ ps1, κ, x1q¤ V
C,δ

κ ps1, κ, x1q,
where the equality follows from Lemma 2, a contradiction. This establishes the
claim.

We have shown that for all s, V F,δ
κ ps, κq ¥ V̂ F,δps, κq � V �,δ

κ ps, κq. Given
any strongly recurrent state s, let α � mint,x qtpκ|s, xq ¡ 0, and note that
regardless of policy choices, the probability that a type κ politician is drawn
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within m periods is at least 1�p1�αqm. Then, given equilibrium σδ and using
the normalization uκ ¥ 0, the representative voter’s expected discounted utility
from electing a free type t politician satisfies

V F,δ
κ ps, tq ¥ pmpsqp1� p1� αqmqδmV �,δ

κ ps, κq,
or equivalently,

V F,δ
κ ps, tq

V
�,δ
κ ps, κq ¥ pmpsqp1� p1� αqmqδm

for all m. Given ǫ ¡ 0, we can choose mpǫq sufficiently high that pmpǫqpsqp1 �p1� αqmpǫqq ¥ 1� ǫ. Then, taking limits, we have

sup
m

pmpsqp1� p1� αqmqδm ¥ p1� ǫqδmpǫq Ñ 1� ǫ

as δ Ñ 1. Since ǫ was arbitrary, the desired inequality follows.

The previous result relies on politicians of type κ implementing optimal
policies in the representative voter’s dynamic programming problem. Perhaps
surprisingly, difficulties arise if we allow mixed motivation: the following exam-
ple of the “curse of ambition” demonstrates how the result of Theorem 6 can
fail if type κ politicians value office. This may be unintuitive, because these
politicians share the representative voter’s policy preferences and, in light of
the benefits of office, they will be all the more willing to compromise to ensure
reelection if needed. In some equilibria, however, retaining office may require
implementing policies detrimental to both politicians and voters of type κ. One
may think that restricting attention to deferential equilibria would allow for
a weaker version of Theorem 6, since in such equilibria type κ office holders
can ensure reelection in any state by Corollary 1. However, since the following
example exhibits a deferential equilibrium in which type κ voters have a strict
incentive to replace type κ politicians following κ-optimal actions in some states,
it also shows that such a weaker results fails.

Example 4 (Curse of ambition). Let the state space by S � ts1, s�1, su and
the type space be T � t1, κu, with type κ voters representative in all states.
Feasible policies are independent of states and politicians’ types and are given by
Y � tx1, x�1u. Transition probabilities are independent of politicians’ types and
are given by pps�1|s�1, x�1q � pps�1|s, x�1q � pps�1|s1, x�1q � pps1|s�1, x1q �
pps1|s, x1q � 1, pps1|s1, x1q � 1 � p and pps|s1, x1q � p P p0, 1q. Challenger
selection probabilities are independent of states, policies, and incumbents’ types,
and they are given by qpκq � p and qp1q � 1 � p. The stage utilities of type
κ voters are independent of states and politicians’ types and are such that
uκpx1q ¡ uκpx�1q. Politicians have mixed motivations with type-independent
office benefit b ¡ 0. The stage utilities of type 1 politicians are such that
u1ps1, x1q � u1ps, x1q � u1ps�1, x�1q ¡ u1ps1, x�1q � u1ps, x�1q � u1ps�1, x1q.
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Note that, in this example, all the conditions of Theorem 6 are respected other
than the requirement that b � 0. Furthermore, for all states s, policy x1 is
optimal for the representative voter:

V �
κ psq � uκpx1q

1� δκ
.

We show that given any δκ, there exists b� ¡ 0 such that for all b ¥ b�,
there exists a deferential simple Markov equilibrium in which type κ politicians
implement policy x�1 in all states, type 1 politicians implement their stage-
ideal policy in all states and all politicians are reelected in all states on the
equilibrium path. Note that in this equilibrium, for any state s,

V F
κ ps, κq � uκpx�1q

1� δκ
  V �

κ psq.
Implementing policy x�1 in any state leads to a transition to state s�1 with
probability 1. In this state, both types of politicians implement policy x�1,
ensuring that the state remains in s�1 hereafter. Hence, following policy x�1

in any state, type κ voters are indifferent between reelecting the incumbent and
opting for the challenger and since the equilibrium is deferential, they opt for
the incumbent. See Figure 3 for the equilibrium diagram.

In no state can politicians of type κ be reelected by implementing policy x1.
In states s�1 and s, implementing policy x1 leads to a transition to state s1
with probability 1. However, in that state, politicians of type κ are expected
to implement policy x�1, whereas politicians of type 1 are expected to imple-
ment policy x1, leading to strict incentives for voters of type κ to opt for the
challenger. In both states s2 and s, an incumbent of type κ is replaced if she
chooses policy x1, because she cannot commit to implementing her ideal policy
in the future, because transitions occur with probability one. In state s1, policy
x1 leads to s1 or s. However, since in state s a type κ politician implements
policy x�1 while a type 1 politician implements policy x1, voters of type κ have
a strict incentive to replace politicians of type κ who have implemented policy
x1 in state s1. Finally, type κ politicians will implement policy x�1 in all states
in order to be reelected if they value office enough.

The previous strong core convergence result was asymptotic in nature, show-
ing that the representative voter’s optimal payoff is nearly achieved when the
voter is sufficiently patient. We state a final strong core convergence theorem,
focusing on deferential equilibria, that holds independently of the players’ dis-
count factors. To obtain the stronger equivalence, we assume large office benefit,
ensuring that all politicians choose to compromise, and, importantly, we add the
assumption that the state transition is independent of policy choice. Also, since
the previous result provided only a lower bound on the representative voter’s
equilibrium payoffs, it left open the possibility that politicians of type other
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Figure 3: Curse of ambition
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than κ could implement policies yielding payoffs higher than those generated
by solutions to the representative dynamic programming problem. Here, we
assume that feasible policies are independent of politicians’ types and give an
exact result.

Define a state s as non-trivial if there exist s1, t and x such that ptps|s1, xq ¡
0. Our next result is restricted to non-trivial states. However, this condition is
essentially unrestrictive, as a state s that fails to satisfy it can occur only if it is
the initial state of the game, after which the state transitions away from s with
probability one and visits only non-trivial states thereafter.

Theorem 7. Let σ be a deferential simple Markov electoral equilibrium. In
addition to (D1)–(D3) and (D41), assume

• bt large for all t,

• Ytpsq is independent of t for all s,

• pps1|s, xq is independent of x for all s and all s1,
• infs,t,x qtpκ|s, xq ¡ 0.

Then V F
κ ps, tq � V �

κ psq for all non-trivial s and all t.

Proof. Since the equilibrium is deferential and bt is large for all t, Corollary 1
implies that for all s, all t, and all x P supppπtp�|sqq, we have πtpRps, tq|sq � 1
and ρps, t, xq � 1. Furthermore, we claim that V F

κ ps, κq � V �
κ psq for all s. First,

note that the Bellman equation for the representative voter simplifies to

V �
κ psq � max

xPY psquκps, xq � δκ
ş1 pps1|sqV �

κ ps1q,
so that π� is optimal for the representative voter’s optimization problem if
and only if π� �argmaxxPY psq uκps, xq|s� � 1. Second, note that for all x P
supppπκp�|sqq,
WB

κ ps, xq � maxx1PY psq uκps, x1q � bκ � δκ
°

s1 ��s pps1|sq ³x2 WBps1, x2qπκpdx2|s1q
1� δκpps|sq ,

where we use the fact that ρps, κ, xq � 1. Hence, πκ

�
argmaxxPY psq uκps, xq|s� �

1, and V F
κ ps, κq � V �

κ psq, as claimed.

Next, note that for all states s and policies x P supppπκp�|sqq, we have x P
supppπ�p�|sqq and ρps, κ, xq � 1, and it follows that uκps, xq � δκV

B
κ ps, κ, xq �

V �
κ psq. Hence, for all x P supppπκp�|sqq,

V B
κ ps, κ, xq �

ş1 pps1|sqV F
κ ps1, κq
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� pps|sq �uκps, xq � δκV
B
κ ps, κ, xq � V F

κ ps, κq�� pps|sq �V �
κ psq � V F

κ ps, κq�� 0. (8)

Now, given any state s, suppose there exist politician type t̃ and policy
x̃ P supppπt̃p�|sqq such that

V B
κ ps, t̃, x̃q � min

"
V B
κ ps, t, xq : pt, xq : t P T, x P supppπtp�|sqq* 

ş1 pps1|sqV F
κ ps1, κq. (9)

Then, using the fact that ρps, t, xq � 1 for all t1 and all x P supppπt1p�|sqq, we
have

V C
κ ps, t̃, x̃q �

ţ1 qt̃pt1|s, x̃q�pps|sqV F
κ ps, t1q �

ş1 ��s

pps1|sqV F
κ ps1, t1q��

ţ1 qt̃pt1|s, x̃q �pps|sq » �
uκps, t1, xq � δV B

κ ps, t1, xq� πt1pdx|sq�
ş1 ��s

pps1|sqV F
κ ps1, t1q��

ţ1 qt̃pt1|s, x̃q » �
pps|sq �uκps, t1, xq � δV B

κ ps, t1, xq��
ş1 ��s

pps1|sqV F
κ ps1, t1q�πt1pdx|sq�

ţ1 qt̃pt1|s, x̃q » V B
κ ps, t1, xqπt1 pdx|sq¡ V B

κ ps, t̃, x̃q,
contradicting ρps, t̃, x̃q � 1, with the inequality following from (9) and qt̃pκ|s, x̃q ¡
0. Therefore, it must be that for all states s, types t, and policies x P supppπκp�|sqq
and x1 P supppπtp�|sqq, we have

V B
κ ps, t, x1q �

ş1 pps1|sqV F
κ ps1, κq � V B

κ ps, κ, xq, (10)

where the second equality follows from (8).

Finally, we claim that V F
κ ps, tq � V �

κ psq for all s and t. Indeed, note that
V F
κ ps, tq ¤ V �

κ psq � V F
κ ps, κq. Suppose, toward a contradiction, that V F

κ ps, tq  
V F
κ ps, κq, and, since s is non-trivial, fix s̃ such that pps|s̃q ¡ 0. Then, for all
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x P supppπκp�|s̃qq,
V B
κ ps̃, κ, xq�

ş1 pps1|s̃qV F
κ ps1, κq¡

ş1 pps1|s̃qV F
κ ps1, tq� pps̃|s̃q » �

uκps̃, x1q � δκV
B
κ ps̃, t, x1q� πtpdx1|s̃q �

ş1 ��s̃

pps1|s̃qV F
κ ps1, tq� »

V B
κ ps̃, t, x1qπtpdx1|s̃q,

where the first equality follows from (8) and the inequality by supposition.
Therefore, there exists x1 P supppπtp�|s̃qq such that V B

κ ps̃, κ, xq ¡ V B
κ ps̃, t, x1q,

contradicting (10).

A significant limitation of the preceding result is that it assumes the state
transition is independent of policy choices, precluding many interesting forms
of dynamic linkage across periods. The next example illustrates that when
the state transition depends on policy, simple Markov equilibria may fail to
implement the optimal policies of a voter type that is representative in all states,
even when politicians are arbitrarily office motivated: when the players are
relatively impatient (so that Theorem 6 does not apply), it is possible that there
exist deferential equilibria in which some politician types choose extreme policies
(bounded away from the representative voter’s optimum) yet are continually
reelected. In particular, if an extreme type of politician holds office in the first
period, then she will remain in office and choose an extreme policy in all future
states, despite the fact that the representative voter could elect a challenger,
who is type κ with positive probability. Thus, our model can explain a new type
of political inefficiency that arises from the dynamic incentives of elections.

Example 5 (Dynamic policy extremism). Let the state space be S �ts�1, s1u and the type space be T � t�1, κ, 1u, with type κ voters represen-
tative in all states, and let t range over t�1, 1u. Feasible policies are inde-
pendent of states and politicians’ types and are given by tx̂�1, x̂1, x̂κu. Tran-
sition probabilities are independent of incumbents’ types and are such that
ppst|st, x̂tq � ppst|st, x̂κq � pps�t|st, x̂�tq � 1. Challenger selection probabili-
ties are independent of states, policies and incumbent types and are such that
qpκq � q P p0, 1q and qptq � 1

2
p1 � qq. The stage utilities to voter κ satisfy

uκpst, x̂κq ¡ uκpst, x̂tq ¡ uκpst, x̂�tq. Politicians have mixed motivations with
type-independent office benefit b ¥ 0, and the stage utilities of t-types are in-
dependent of states and satisfy utpx̂tq ¡ utpx̂κq ¡ upx̂�tq. Note that in this
example, all conditions of Theorem 7 are respected, other than the requirement
that state transitions be independent of policies. Furthermore, the representa-
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Figure 4: Dynamic policy extremism

tive voter’s stage ideal policy is optimal for the voter in both states:

V �
κ pstq � uκpx̂κq

1� δκ
.

We assume that q and δκ jointly satisfy

q ¤ p1� δκq ruκpst, x̂tq � uκpst, x̂�tqs
2uκpst, x̂κq � p1� δkquκpst, x̂tq � p1� δκquκpst, x̂�tq (11)P p0, 1q.

We show that there exists a simple Markov electoral equilibrium in which all
politicians choose their stage-ideal policy and are always reelected. Note that
in this equilibrium,

V F
κ pst, tq � uκpst, x̂tq

1� δκ
  V �

κ pstq.
Voters of type κ support incumbents of type t P t�1, 1u in state st following pol-
icy x̂t, since the state persists with probability one and opting for the challenger
entails a sufficiently high probability of electing a politician of type �t, who im-
plements policy x̂�t (and is subsequently reelected, since the state transitions
to s�t). See Figure 4 for the equilibrium diagram.

An equilibrium of this type exists as long as q, the probability that a chal-
lenger is of type κ, or discount factor δκ are sufficiently small (i.e., (11) is ful-
filled). To reconcile this example with Theorem 6, suppose that b � 0. Suppose
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further that

1� δt

δt
rutpx̂tq � utpx̂κqs ¡ rutpx̂κq � utpx̂�tqs ,

so that in every equilibrium, t-type politicians choose policy x̂t in all states. If
(11) holds, then the profile described above is an equilibrium. However, if (11)
fails, then it is not optimal in state st for the type κ voter to reelect type t

politicians following x̂t or type �t politicians following x̂�t. As shown in the
proof of Theorem 6, when b � 0, type κ politicians choose policy x̂κ in all states
in any equilibrium. Therefore, under these conditions there exists a unique
equilibrium in which the payoffs to the type κ voter satisfies

lim
δκÑ1

V F,δκ
κ pst, tq
V �,δκpstq� lim
δκÑ1

�
uκpst, x̂tq � δκV

C
κ pst, x̂tq�

V �,δκpstq� lim
δκÑ1

�
uκpst, x̂tq � δκ

1�δκp1�qq �quκpst,x̂κq
1�δκ

� 1�q
2
ruκpst, x̂tq � uκpst, x̂�tqs��

uκpst,x̂κq
1�δκ� 1,

in conformity with the conclusion of Theorem 6. Hence, although politicians
of type t implement their ideal policy, they are successively replaced until a
politician of type κ attains and retains office.

7 Applications

Application 1 (Two state economy). Assume there are two states, S �ts, su, and the policy space single-dimensional, independent of states and politi-
cians’ types, and normalized to Y � r0, 1s. A policy x P Y represents a level of
government consumption, with less consumption implying greater investment
and a higher probability of transitioning to the good state s. Specifically, tran-
sition probabilities are independent of politicians’ types and electoral outcomes,
and assume they are affine linear in policy,

pps|s, xq � 1� αx and pps|s, xq � 1� βx,

with α   β. Voters benefit from public consumption in all states but receive an
additional benefit in the good state. Type τ voter’s stage utility is

uτ ps, xq � �p1� xq2 � Ispsqγτ ,
where Ispsq � 1 if s � s and equals zero otherwise and γτ ¥ 0 indexes the
voter’s share of the benefits of being in the good state, perhaps through social
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Figure 5: Representative voter in transformed model

mobility or income redistribution. Office-holders enjoy office benefit b ¥ 0 and
all types share a common discount factor δ. Assume the number of types is odd,
assume elections are majority rule with weights nτ � 1{|T |, and let κ denote
the type associated with the median “social share” γτ .

We argue that the social share type κ is a representative voter by transform-
ing the model and applying Theorem 3. Consider a model with two-dimensional
policy space Y 1 � r0, 1s � t0, 1u and quadratic stage utility such that the type
τ voter has ideal policy x̂τ � p1, γτ�1

2
q, so that the type κ voter is the total

median. The state space is again S � ts, su, but we let the feasible policies
depend on the state: Y 1psq � r0, 1s � t1u and Y psq � r0, 1s � t0u. See Figure 5.
Note that by this specification, a choice of x in state s corresponds to the choicepx, sq with stage utility u1τ px, sq � �p1� xq2 � pγτ�1

2
� 1q2, and the choice of x

in state s corresponds to px, sq with stage utility u1τ px, sq � �p1� xq2 � pγτ q2.
Thus, the difference in stage utilities is

u1τ px, sq � u1τ px, sq � ��
γτ � 1

2
� 1


2 � pγτ q2 � γτ ,

replicating the original model. Therefore, by Theorem 4, when the office benefit
is large, for any pure optimal policy rule in the representative dynamic program-
ming problem for voters of type κ, there is a simple Markov electoral equilibrium
in pure strategies such that all office holders implement this rule.

Let x�psq and x�psq denote the policies implemented in states s and s in this
equilibrium. Since β ¡ α, public consumption in the good state carries a smaller
marginal risk of a transition to the bad state. This implies that x�psq ¡ x�psq,
or that public consumption is higher in the good state. Furthermore, since κ-
type voters get higher payoffs in the good state in the representative dynamic
programming problem, both x�psq and x�psq are decreasing in γκ. We conclude
that when politicians are highly office-motivated, there is a selection of simple
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Markov electoral equilibria such that the greater the social share of the “middle
class,” the lower is government consumption, the higher is investment in the
economy, and the higher is the probability of the good economic state.

Application 2 (Alternating voter preferences). Assume that there are
two politician types, ℓ and r, that either of two voter types, κ and κ, are
representative, and that the representative type follows a Markov chain with
persistence p. The policy space is single-dimensional and all types have single-
peaked stage utilities, with ideal policies such that x̂ℓ   x̂κ ! x̂κ   x̂r, so
that we interpret κ as the left-leaning representative voter and κ as the right-
leaning representative voter. Office-holders enjoy benefit b ¥ 0 and challenger
types are drawn independently of policy, the current representative voter and
the incumbent’s type.

When b and p are sufficiently large, there exist simple Markov electoral equi-
libria in which all politicians implement divergent policies and are reelected in
all states. In any such equilibrium, when the representative voter is κ, politi-
cians of type r implement a policy that is strictly more moderate than the
policy implemented by types ℓ and all policies are weakly more moderate than
x̂ℓ. When representative voter κ anticipates that it will eventually lose power,
an incumbent of type r is inherently riskier since it implements policies under
representative voter κ that are worse for voter κ than those implemented by
types ℓ. Hence, to be reelected by voter κ, politicians of type r must pander.
Similarly, when the representative voter is κ, politicians of type ℓ implement
strictly more moderate policies than types r and all policies are weakly more
moderate than x̂r. In these equilibria, politicians are responsive to shifts in
voter preferences.

Furthermore, in the equilibria described above, the risk for representative
voter κ associated to a politician of type r increases as voter preferences become
more volatile. In a symmetric subclass of these equilibria for the symmetric
version of the model, pandering by politicians of type r to voter κ increases as
persistence p decreases. More precisely, given a symmetric equilibrium under
p in which politicians of type t P tℓ, ru implement policies pxtpκq, xtpκqq under
representative voters κ and κ respectively and a symmetric equilibrium under
p1   p with policies px1tpκq, x1tpκqq in which x1ℓpκq � xℓpκq and x1rpκq � xrpκq,
we have that x1rpκq   xrpκq and x1ℓpκq ¡ xℓpκq.

If p � 0, then by Proposition 1, the unique deferential equilibrium has all
politicians implement their ideal policy, with types ℓ reelected only under voter
κ and types r reelected only under voter κ. Furthermore, when p ¡ 0 is suffi-
ciently small, this equilibrium also exists for any b. A representative voter that
is almost sure to lose power values policy differentiation under future represen-
tative voters more than current pandering and will vote against politicians with
opposing preferences in the hope of a more favorable replacement. This leads to
a type of political failure: politicians are completely unresponsive to changes in
voter preferences, because no policy commitment to a representative voter with
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opposite preferences outweighs future policy outcomes.

Application 3 (Stochastic valence). Assume that there are two politician
types, ℓ and r, and a representative voter of type κ. The state captures both
whether the office-holder is fresh (f) or old (o), as well as whether she possesses
valence (v) or not (H). Challengers’ types are drawn independently of the
state, policies and the incumbent’s type. State transitions have a deterministic
component that depends on office-holders’ identity, as challengers arrive to office
fresh and become old following their first term. The policy space is single-
dimensional and voters’ stage utilities are single-peaked, with ideal policies such
that x̂ℓ   x̂κ ! x̂r, so that the representative voter prefers the ideal policy of
type ℓ politicians to that of types r. A candidate with valence generates benefit
v ¡ 0 for voters. Office holders enjoy benefit b ¥ 0 and all types share a common
discount factor δ. We focus on deferential equilibria, so that by Proposition 1,
fresh politicians always implement their ideal policy.

Consider first the case in which fresh challengers do not have valence and
all old politicians have and retain valence. Under this interpretation of valence,
untried politicians lack office-specific skills and acquire competence through ex-
perience. In all deferential equilibria, old politicians of type ℓ implement policy
x̂ℓ and are always reelected while for high b, old politicians of type r compro-
mise to retain office. In turn, this implies that fresh politicians of type r are
reelected. If v is small, old politicians of type r compromise to a policy more
moderate than x̂r but more extreme than x̂ℓ, since valence gives them an edge
over challengers of all types. As v increases, old types r compromise less. If
v is large enough, there exists a unique deferential equilibrium in which old
politicians of type r implement their ideal policy and are reelected.

Now consider the case in which fresh challengers have valence and lose if they
become old incumbents. Under this interpretation, valence is derived from being
untainted by the various pressures that can corrupt office-holders. As above, we
assume that b is high enough that old politicians are willing to compromise to
retain office. If v is small, then old politicians of type ℓ can implement their ideal
policy and still be reelected. Meanwhile, old politicians of type r compromise
but can implement a policy more extreme than x̂ℓ. If v is intermediate, then
all old politicians compromise to policies that are equally moderate and more
moderate than x̂ℓ. As v increases further, old politicians’ policies approach
the median policy x̂κ. When valence represents experience, old politicians use
their advantage over challengers to implement more extreme policies. Here,
when valence represents uncorruptedness, old incumbents can be kept honest
by the presence of clean replacements even in the absence of actual turnover in
office-holders. However, if v is high enough, then there is a unique equilibrium
in which all old incumbents implement their ideal policy, since no compromise
policy gets them reelected.

Application 4 (Policy-mobilized interest groups). Assume three types of
voters and politicians, 1, 2 and 3, with challengers drawn with equal probability
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from each type. The policy space is the two-dimensional simplex, types have
single-peaked and symmetric stage utilities over policies, with each type’s ideal
policy located at a vertice of the simplex and there is a common discount factor δ.
Office-holders enjoy benefit b ¥ 0, which we assume is large, so that incumbents
of all types are always reelected in all states. The state captures which voter
type is organized into a powerful veto-wielding interest group, with transitions
being independent of the current veto holder but not of policies: given a policypx1, x2, x3q, the next period’s interest group represents voter τ with probability
xτ . Hence, enacting policies favoring a given constituency tends to endow it
with predominant power in succeeding elections. We propose two variants for
the veto power wielded by interest groups. First, we consider interest groups
in defence of the status quo, in which the incumbent is reelected unless the
challenger receives the support of a majority coalition including the interest
group. Second, we consider interest groups mobilized for change, in which the
challenger is elected unless the incumbent is supported by a majority coalition
including the interest group.

We focus on equilibria that are symmetric across types and that have a
minimal winning coalition property, in that office-holders enact policies x with
xτ ¡ 0 for at most two types τ P t1, 2, 3u. Specifically, the policy xtpτq imple-
mented by a politician of type t when the interest group represents voters of
type τ can be characterized by α̌, α̂ P r0, 1s such that (i) if t �� τ , then the politi-
cian implements policy xtpτq such that xτ

t pτq � α̌ and xt
tpτq � 1� α̌, and (ii) if

t � τ , then xt
tptq � 1� α̂ and, given τ 1 �� τ2 �� t, the politician randomizes with

equal probability between pxτ 1
t ptq, xτ2

t ptqq � pα̂, 0q and pxτ 1
t ptq, xτ2

t ptqq � p0, α̂q.
In the case of interest groups for the status quo, the interest group can en-

sure that the incumbent remains in power by voting in its favor. Whenever a
incumbent of type t is in office when voter type t is represented by an interest
group, then in any deferential equilibrium the politician implements their com-
mon ideal policy (i.e., xt

tptq � 1 and α̂ � 0) and the interest group remains with
t. Furthermore, if δ is high, when voter types τ �� t hold the veto an office-
holder of type t implements a policy such that xt

tpτq is close to 0 and xτ
t pτq is

close to 1 (i.e., α̌ is close to 1). Since as long as xt
tpτq ¡ 0, an interest group

eventually organizes voters of type t with probability 1, patient voters not of
type t, including those represented by interest group τ , prefer voting against the
incumbent. Hence, as voters become arbitrarily patient, an incumbent of type
t must ensure that voters of type t never become organized and that interest
group representing τ retains its power.

In the case of interest groups for change, the interest group can ensure that
the challenger attains office by voting in its favor. In this case, we restrict
attention to equilibria in which α̌ � α̂ � α. Contrary to the case of interest
groups for the status quo, even if the interest group represents voters of type t, an
incumbent of type t must include some voter types τ �� t in a winning coalition
with voters of type t in order to secure reelection (i.e., α ¡ 0). Furthermore,
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since a politician always includes voters of its own type in a winning coalition
irrespective of the current interest group, having a representative in office is
valuable for any voter type, since policies from then on will be located on edges
of the simplex connected to the vertice at that type. Hence, to obtain the
support of voters of other types, the office-holder must tilt policies towards its
coalition partner. We show that any such equilibrium has α ¡ 1

2
, and that

these equilibrium shares are bounded away from 1 even if voters are arbitrarily
patient. Hence, all voters are eventually organized into interest groups.

A Existence and Continuity Proof

This appendix consists of the proof of Theorems 1 and 2. The fixed point
argument, which follows Duggan (2011), will take place in a space consisting of
the product of policy strategies, ex ante expected payoffs for voters, and ex ante
expected payoffs for politicians. Normalize utilities so that the images of ut

1�δt
and wt

1�δt
lie in r0, us for all types. Recall that vs,t,τ and ws,t denote expected

discounted payoffs to voters and office holders, so we can assume vs,t,τ , ws,t Pr0, us for all s and all t. Let πs,t represents the mixture over policies played by
an office holder who is free at s upon the initial transition to that state, i.e.,
given an equilibrium σ, πs,t corresponds to πtp�|sq. Then π � pπs,tq P ∆pXqS�T

is the vector mixing probabilities, where ∆p�q denotes the space of probability
measures endowed with the weak* topology.

Define the nonempty, convex product space

Θ � �
∆pXqS�T

�� �r0, usS�T
�� �r0, usS�T�T

�
,

with elements θ � pπ,w, vq. As usual, we imbed ∆pXq in the vector space M of
signed Borel measures with the weak* topology (as the topological dual of the
space of bounded, continuous, real-valued functions on X), which is Hausdorff
and locally convex. As is well-known, ∆pXq is compact in the weak* topology.
Of course, we imbed r0, us in the real line with the Euclidean topology. Then the
product topology on pMS�T q � pℜS�T q � pℜS�T�T q makes it a locally convex,
Hausdorff topological space, and Θ is a non-empty, compact, convex subset of
this space. Finally, let Θ� � Θ� Γ be Θ augmented by the parameters of the
model. Denote a generic element of Θ� by θ� � pπ,w, v, γq.

We will define a correspondence F : Θ� Ñ Θ such that for all γ P Γ, Fp�, γq
has a fixed point θ� � pπ�, w�, v�q P F pθ�, γq; each fixed point θ� corresponds
to a simple Markov electoral equilibrium in the model parameterized by γ;
and conversely, each simple Markov electoral equilibrium corresponds to a fixed
point; and the correspondence of fixed points has closed graph. Write F as a
product correspondence F � P �W � V .

For the construction of the component correspondences, we must consider
the induced expected discounted utilities of voters and politicians that will par-
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allel the continuation values defined in the setup of the model. The induced
expected discounted utility of a type τ voter from electing a type t incumbent
who is bound to policy x in state s (and continuing to reelect the politician after
choosing x in s), calculated before the next state s1 is realized, satisfies: for all
x P Y ,

V B
τ ps, t, x, θ�q � ptps|s, x, 1, γqruτps, x, γq � δτV

B
τ ps, t, x, θ�qs�

ş1�s

ptps1|s, x, 1, γqvs1,t,τ ,
or equivalently,

V B
τ ps, t, x, θ�q � ptps|s, x, 1, γquτps, x, γq �°

s1�s ptps1|s, x, 1, γqvs1,t,τ
1� ptps|s, x, 1, γqδτ ,

and for all x P Z, we adopt the convention that V B
τ ps, t, x, θ�q � V C

τ ps, t, x, θ�q.
As before, the induced expected discounted utility of a type τ voter from electing
a challenger given policy choice x by office holder type t is:

V C
τ ps, t, x, θ�q �

ţ1 qtpt1|s, x, γq ş1 ptps1|s, x, 0, γqvs1,t1,τ .
The induced expected discounted utility of a type t office holder from choosing
x in state s and being reelected (and continuing to choose x in s and being
reelected if x P Y ) satisfies: for all x P Y ,

WB
t ps, x, θ�q � wtps, x, γq � δtptps|s, x, 1, γqWB

t ps, x, θ�q (12)� δt
ş1�s

ptps1|s, x, 1, γqws1,t,
or equivalently,

WB
t ps, x, θ�q � wtps, x, γq � δt

°
s1�s ptps1|s, x, 1, γqws1,t

1� δtptps|s, x, 1, γq ,

and for all x P Z,

WB
t ps, x, θ�q � wtps, x, γq � δtV

C
t ps, t, x, θ�q.

Note that all of the above induced payoffs are continuous in px, θ�q.
To define P , for all states s, all office holder types t, and voter types τ , let

Rτ ps, t, θ�q � ty P Ytpsq | V B
τ ps, t, y, θ�q ¥ V C

τ ps, t, y, θ�qu
Pτ ps, t, θ�q � ty P Ytpsq | V B

τ ps, t, y, θ�q ¡ V C
τ ps, t, y, θ�qu

and for each coalition C, define the correspondences

PCps, t, θ�q � £tPτ ps, t, θ�q : τ P Cu
RCps, t, θ�q � £tRτ ps, t, θ�q : τ P Cu,
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and as well define the correspondences

Rtps, θ�q � ¤tRCps, t, θ�q : C P Dtpsqu
Ptps, θ�q � ¤tPCps, t, θ�q : C P Dtpsqu.

Continuity of V B
τ and V C

τ implies that the correspondence Rt has closed graph
(and, by compactness of Ytpsq, is therefore upper hemicontinuous) and that for
each s and t, Ptps, �q has open graph in Θ� � Ytpsq with the relative topology
on Ytpsq induced by Y .

Similarly, WB
t is continuous, and the correspondence Ptps, �q is lower hemi-

continuous, since it has open graph. Then Aliprantis and Border’s (2006)
Lemma 17.29 implies that the extended real-valued function

W tps, θ�q � suptWB
t ps, y, θ�q | y P Ptps, θ�qu

is lower semi-continuous. Note also that the maximized value of WB
t ps, z, θ�q

over z P Ztpsq, denoted
Ztps, θ�q � maxtWB

t ps, z, θ�q : z P Ztpsqu,
is well-defined by nonemptiness and compactness of Ztpsq and continuity of
WB

τ ps, �, θ�q; and that by the theorem of the maximum, this maximized value
is continuous. Then, as the pointwise maximum of two lower semi-continuous
functions, it follows that

ftps, θ�q � max
 
W tps, θ�q, Ztps, θ�q(.

is lower semi-continuous. Now define

P̂tps, θ�q � tx P Rtps, θ�q Y Ztpsq |WB
t ps, x, θ�q ¥ ftps, θ�qu

to consist of any policy x such that her expected payoff meets or exceeds ftps, θ�q
if the office holder is reelected after choosing x in s, if the office holder steps
down after choosing x in s. This set is non-empty (see Duggan (2011)). Fur-
thermore, by continuity of WB

t ps, �q and lower semi-continuity of ft, P̂τ ps, �q has
closed graph in Θ� �X . Define P : Θ� Ñ ∆pXqS�T by

Ppθ�q � ¹
s,t

∆pP̂tps, θ�qq.
By Aliprantis and Border’s (2006) Theorem 17.13, this correspondence has non-
empty, convex values and has closed graph.

To define W , let supppπs,tq denote the support of πs,t, and note that the
correspondence supp:∆pXq Ñ X is lower hemi-continuous (see Aliprantis and
Border’s (2006) Theorem 17.14). By Aliprantis and Border’s (2006) Lemma
17.29, the mapping

gtps, θ�q � mintWB
t ps, x, θ�q | x P supppπt,squ
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is upper semi-continuous. Define the (possibly empty) set

Ŵtps, θ�q � rftps, θ�q, gtps, θ�qs.
For each state s, since ftps, �q is lower semi-continuous and gps, �q is upper semi-
continuous in θ�, the correspondence Ŵtps, �q has closed, in fact, compact graph
in Θ��r0, us. Since the projection mapping from graphpŴtps, �qq to Θ� is con-
tinuous, the set

Θ̂tpsq � tθ� P Θ� | ftps, θ�q ¤ gtps, θ�qu
is compact. To see that Θ̂tpsq � H, choose any θ� � pπ,w, v, γq such that πs,t

puts probability one on an outcome that maximizes WB
t ps, x, θ�q over x P Xtpsq

for a type t office holder in model γ. By Lemma A1 of Duggan (2011), we can
extend Ŵtps, �q from Θ̂tpsq to a correspondence (still denoted Ŵtps, �q) on Θ�
that has non-empty, convex values and has closed graph. Then define the cor-
respondence W : Θ� Ñ r0, usS�T by

Wpθ�q � ¹
s,t

Ŵtps, θ�q,
which has non-empty, convex values and has closed graph.

To define V , note that given state s and office holder type t, a type τ voter’s
expected discounted utility depends on the probability that the incumbent is
reelected in future states, and these probabilities are not explicitly given in the
argument θ�. To back out these probabilities, we use the expected discounted
utility of the office holder. We are concerned with the case in which the type
t office holder chooses y P Rtps, θ�qzPtps, θ�q, for then the equilibrium condi-
tions on voting strategies impose no restrictions on the probability of reelection.
Specifically, we use the observation that if y P supppπs,tq, then the proposal
should generate the payoff ws,t for the office holder, providing a restriction on
voting strategies. Indeed, the probability, say r̂, that the office holder is reelected
must be such that for all y P supppπs,tq,

ws,t � r̂WB
t ps, y, θ�q � p1� r̂qWB

t ps, ξpyq, θ�q,
so, assuming WB

t ps, y, θ�q ¡WB
τ ps, ξpyq, θ�q, we must have

r̂ � ws,t �WB
t ps, ξpyq, θ�q

WB
t ps, y, θ�q �WB

t ps, ξpyq, θ�q .
More generally, for all y such that WB

t ps, y, θ�q �WB
t ps, ξpyq, θ�q, define

ρ̂tps, y, θ�q � max

"
0,min

"
1,

ws,t �WB
t ps, ξpyq, θ�q

WB
t ps, y, θ�q �WB

t ps, ξpyq, θ�q** ,

which is continuous in ps, y, θ�q. Of course, this function is not defined when
WB

t ps, y, θ�q �WB
t ps, ξpyq, θ�q, in which case r̂ is not pinned down uniquely.
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Next, define the correspondence Rt:S �X �Θ� Ñ r0, 1s by
Rtps, x, θ�q � " tρ̂τ ps, x, θ�qu if WB

t ps, x, θ�q �WB
t ps, ξpxq, θ�qr0, 1s else

for x P Y , and by Rtps, x, θ�q � t0u for x P Z. Note that Rt has non-empty,
convex values. In particular, the office holder’s reelection probability is pinned
down if she chooses a policy in Z and decides not to run or she chooses a
policy in x P Y such that the induced expected discounted utility from winning
with x is different from that of losing, e.g., WB

t ps, x, θ�q � WB
t ps, ξpxq, θ�q.

It is unrestricted if she chooses a policy x P Y such that she is indifferent
between winning or losing following x, e.g., WB

t ps, x, θ�q � WB
t ps, ξpxq, θ�q.

Moreover, Rt has closed graph because ρt and WB
t are continuous (using the

convention that Y X Z � H). Given s and θ�, the correspondence Rtps, �, θ�q
gives the reelection probabilities, as a function of the policy choice in s, that
are consistent with the office holder’s payoff ws,t in θ�, but note that these
reelection probabilities will not generally satisfy the conditions required in a
simple Markov electoral equilibrium: it may be that ρ̂τ ps, x, θ�q   1 for some
x P Ptps, θ�q, and it may be that ρ̂τ ps, x, θ�q ¡ 0 for some x P Y zRtps, θ�q.
This discrepancy will be resolved after the fixed point argument. In any case, a
voter’s or politician’s induced expected discounted utilities will be determined
by the precise way that reelection probabilities depend on policies, i.e., by a
selection from Rtps, �, θ�q.

Define V̂tps, θ�q to be the set of possible vectors of expected discounted
voter utilities in state s from a free politician of type t induced by measurable
selections from Rtps, �, θ�q as follows: given each measurable section ρ̂ from
Rtps, �, θ�q, we specify that the vector v1 � pv1s,t,τ qτ P r0, usT of induced ex-
pected discounted utilities defined by

v1s,t,τ � »
x

�
ρ̂pxqruτ ps, x, γq � δτV

B
τ ps, t, x, θ�qs�p1� ρ̂pxqqruτ ps, x, γq � δτV

C
τ ps, t, x, θ�qs�πs,tpdxq,

for τ P T , belongs to V̂tps, θ�q. Note that V̂tps, θ�q is non-empty. Furthermore,
since Rtps, �, θ�q is convex-valued, convexity of V̂tps, θ�q follows. That V̂tps, �q
has closed graph in Θ� � r0, usT follows from a version of Fatou’s lemma in
Lemma A2 of Duggan (2011). Indeed, to apply that result, let X (in the lemma)
be the policy space X , let Y (in the lemma) be pr0, usS�T q� pr0, usS�T�T q�Γ,
let k � 1, and let Φ � Rtps, �q. Note that the countable product of metric
spaces is metrizable in the product topology (see Theorem 3.36 of Aliprantis
and Border (2006)), so Y is metric. Let f � pfτ qτ (in the lemma) be defined by

fτ px, r, yq � rruτ ps, x, γq � δτV
B
τ ps, t, x, θ�qs�p1� rqruτ ps, x, γq � δτV

C
τ ps, t, x, θ�qs
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for all x P X , all y � pw, v, γq P Y , and all r P r0, 1s.13 Let the correspondence
F consist of integrals of f with respect to µ � πs,t, i.e.,

F py, µq � "»
fτ px, ρ̂pxq, yqπs,tpdxq | ρ̂ is a Borel mble selection

from Rtps, �, θ�q *
,

so that V̂tps, θ�q � F py, µq. Then closed graph of V̂tps, �q follows from Lemma
A2 of the above-mentioned paper. Finally, define V : Θ� Ñ r0, usS�T�T by

Vpθ�q � ¹
s,t

V̂tps, θ�q,
which, following the above argument, has non-empty, convex values and has
closed graph.

These components together define F � P �W � V , a correspondence with
non-empty, convex values and closed graph. By Glicksberg’s theorem, for each
γ P Γ, Fp�, γq has a fixed point θ�. Furthermore, the correspondence from
parameters γ to the set of fixed points of Fp�, γq has closed (in fact, compact)
graph. The next lemma establishes a close relationship between the fixed points
of Fp�, γq and the simple Markov electoral equilibria of the model parameterized
by γ: in fact, Epγq is just the projection of the fixed points of Fp�, γq ontor0, usS�T � r0, usS�T�T . This immediately delivers existence of equilibria and
non-empty values of the correspondence E . Closed graph follows as well, because
the projection of a compact set is compact. And since E has compact range,
closed graph implies upper hemicontinuity, as required.

Lemma 3. For all pw, v, γq, there exists π such that pπ,w, vq is a fixed point of
Fp�, γq if and only if there is a simple Markov electoral equilibrium σ� � pπ�, ρ�q
of the game parameterized by γ such that for all s and all t,

ws,t � »
x

rρ�ps, t, xqWB
t ps, x;σ�q � p1� ρ�ps, t, xqqWC

t ps, x;σ�qsπ�t pdx|sq,
and for all s, all t, and all τ , vs,t,τ � V F

τ ps, t;σ�q.
Let pw, v, γq be given. We first prove the “only if” direction, and to this end

we consider π such that pπ,w, vq P Fpπ,w, v, γq. For all s and all t, we have
πs,t P ∆pP̂tps, θ�qq, so that supppπs,tq � P̂tps, θ�q, and therefore ftps, θ�q ¤
gtps, θ�q. It follows that ws,t P Ŵtps, θ�q � rftps, θ�q, gtps, θ�qs. In particular,
this implies that for all x P supppπs,tq, we have WB

t ps, x, θ�q ¥ ws,t ¥ ftps, θ�q.
Let ρ̂tps, �, θ�q be the selection of reelection probabilities such that for all s, all
t, and all τ ,

v1s,t,τ � »
x

rρ̂tps, x, θ�qV̂τ ps, t, x, θ�q � p1� ρ̂tps, x, θ�qqV̂τ ps, x, t, θ�qsπs,tpdxq.
13Note that the definition of fτ px, r, yq makes use of the induced expected utility

V̂τ ps, x, θ�q, which formally depends on θ�, but this dependence is through y � pw, v, γq
only; it does not depend on policy strategies π.
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We claim that every proposal x in the support of πs,t yields the induced expected
payoff ws,t to a type t office holder in state s:

ws,t � ρ̂tps, x, θ�qWB
t ps, x, θ�q � p1� ρ̂tps, x, θ�qqWB

t ps, ξpxq, θ�q. (13)
Indeed, consider x P supppπs,tq. If x P Y and WB

t ps, x, θ�q � WB
t ps, ξpxq, θ�q,

then the claim is true by construction of the correspondence Rtps, �, θ�q and the
fact that ρ̂tps, �, θ�q selects from it. If x P Y andWB

t ps, x, θ�q �WB
t ps, ξpxq, θ�q,

then the claim holds regardless of the specification ρ̂tps, x, θ�q of the politician’s
reelection probability. And if x P Z, then the right-hand side of (13) reduces to
WB

t ps, x, θ�q. We have noted that WB
t ps, x, θ�q ¥ ws,t ¥ ftps, θ�q, and further-

more, ftps, θ�q ¥ Ztps, θ�q ¥ WB
t ps, x, θ�q. Combining these two inequalities,

we have ws,t �WB
t ps, x, θ�q, as claimed.

To construct a simple Markov electoral equilibrium, we first take state s

and office holder type t as given, and we define the voting strategy ρ�ps, t, �q
as a function of policy by modifying the selections ρ̂tps, �, θ�q in two ways: we
require that an office holder is reelected with probability one after choosing
x P Ptps, θ�q, and we require that the office holder is reelected with probability
zero after choosing x P Y zRtps, θ�q. We then define policy strategies π�t p�|sq
using πs,t, with care to resolve possible inconsistencies created by the former
modification of ρ̂tps, �, θ�q, completing the specification of the simple Markov
strategy profile σ� � pπ�, ρ�q.

Case 1: Policy choice x belongs to Ptps, θ�q. We specify that ρ�ps, t, xq � 1.
Note that it is possible that the selection ρ̂tps, �, θ�q specifies that the office
holder is reelected with probability less than one, i.e., ρ̂tps, x, θ�q   1. The
modification could potentially create an inconsistency in the calculation of con-
tinuation values if πs,t puts positive probability on such policies, but the latter
can occur only other special conditions. Since we consider x P Ptps, θ�q, we
have ftps, θ�q ¥W tps, θ�q ¥WB

t ps, x, θ�q. But if x P supppπs,tq, then we have
noted that WB

t ps, x, θ�q ¥ ws,t ¥ ftps, θ�q. Combining these inequalities, we
have WB

t ps, x, θ�q � ws,t. Thus, WB
t ps, x, θ�q ¡ WB

t ps, ξpxq, θ�q would imply
ρ̂tps, x, θ�q � 1 by definition of Rtps, x, θ�q. We conclude that ρ̂tps, t, xq   1
is only possible if WB

t ps, x, θ�q ¤WB
t ps, ξpxq, θ�q, and since x P supppπs,tq, we

also have

WB
t ps, x, θ�q ¥ ftps, θ�q ¥ Ztps, θ�q ¥ WB

t ps, ξpxq, θ�q.
Combining these inequalities, we see that the problem described above can only
arise if WB

t ps, x, θ�q � WB
t ps, ξpxq, θ�q, i.e., the office holder is indifferent be-

tween being reelected and stepping down from office after choosing x. When we
define equilibrium policy choice strategies, below, we correct the inconsistency
highlighted here by specifying that with probability 1 � ρ̂tps, x, θ�q, the office
holder choose ξpxq instead of x.

Case 2: The policy choice belongs to Rtps, θ�qzPtps, θ�q. We specify that
ρ�ps, t, xq � ρ̂tps, x, θ�q.
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Case 3: The policy choice belongs to XzRtps, θ�q. We specify ρ�ps, t, xq � 0.
It is possible that ρ̂tps, x, θ�q ¡ 0 for x P Y zRtps, θ�q, but since supppπs,tq �
P̂tps, θ�q � Rtps, θ�qYZtpsq, we have πs,tpY zRtps, θ�qq � 0, so policies outside
Rtps, θ�q are never chosen if the office holder seeks reelection. Thus, the modi-
fication here does not affect continuation values in this case and is immaterial.

To define policy choice strategies, consider any state s and office holder of
type t. We specify that the politician mixes according to πs,t, modified to
correct the discrepancy in Case 1 above. For x in the support of πs,t with x P
Ptps, θ�q, so that WB

t ps, x, θ�q �WB
t ps, ξpxq, θ�q, we require that the politician

choose ξpxq with probability 1�ρ̂tps, x, θ�q, and otherwise the politician chooses
according to πs,t. Formally, define π�t p�|sq so that for all Borel measurable
A � X ,

π�t pA|sq � πs,tpAzPtps, θ�qq � »
AXPtps,θ�q ρ̂tps, x, θ�qπs,tpdxq

and

π�t pξpAq|sq � πs,tpξpAqq � »
AXPtps,θ�qp1� ρ̂tps, x, θ�qqπs,tpdxq.

This maintains the continuation values generated from the fixed point, and in
particular, we have

vs,t,τ � »
x

rρ�ps, t, xqV̂τ ps, t, x, θ�q (14)� p1� ρ�ps, t, xqqV̂τ ps, t, ξpxq, θ�qsπ�t pdx|sq
ws,t � ρ�ps, t, xqWB

t ps, x, θ�q � p1� ρ�ps, t, xqqWB
t ps, ξpxq, θ�q (15)

for all s, all t, all τ , and all x P supppπ�t p�|sqq.
By construction, and using the expression in (14), the values V B

τ p�, θ�q,
V C
τ p�, θ�q, and tvs,t,τ us,t fulfill the recursive conditions (1)–(3), that uniquely

define V B
τ p�;σ�q, V C

τ p�;σ�q, and V F
τ p�;σ�q in the model parameterized by γ.

Furthermore, substituting (15) into (12), the values WB
t p�, θ�q fulfill the recur-

sive condition (4) that uniquely defines WB
t p�;σ�q. Therefore,

V B
τ p�, θ�q � V B

τ p�;σ�q, V C
τ p�, θ�q, vs,t,τ � V F

τ ps, tq, WB
t p�, θ�q �WB

t p�;σ�q
for all s, all t, and all τ . As required for the lemma, we then have for all s and
all t,

ws,t � »
x

rρ�ps, t, xqWB
t ps, x;σ�q � p1� ρ�ps, t, xqqWC

t ps, t, x;σ�qsπ�t pdx|sq,
and for all s, all t, and all τ , vs,t,τ � V F

τ ps, t;σ�q.
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Next, we argue that the simple Markov strategy profile σ� � pπ�, ρ�q satisfies
the conditions for equilibrium. Indeed, ρ� clearly satisfies condition (ii) in the
definition of simple Markov electoral equilibrium. To verify that π�t p�|sq fulfills
condition (i), we must show that no proposal yields an expected discounted
payoff greater than ws,t: for all x P X ,

ws,t ¥ ρps, x, θ�qWB
t ps, x;σ�q � p1� ρps, x, θ�qqWB

t ps, ξpxq;σ�q.
Indeed, the latter inequality holds (in fact, with equality) for x P supppπ�t p�|sqq.
For x P Ptps, θ�qzsupppπ�t p�|sqq, we have ρ�ps, t, xq � 1, and the inequality
follows from

ws,t ¥ ftps, θ�q ¥ W tps, θ�q ¥ WB
t ps, x;σ�q.

For x P XzrpPtps, θ�qYsupppπ�t p�|sqqs, we have ρ�ps, t, xq � 0, and the inequality
follows from

ws,t ¥ ftps, θ�q ¥ Ztps, θ�q ¥ WB
t ps, ξpxq;σ�q,

as required.

For the “if” direction of hte lemma, consider a simple Markov electoral
equilibrium σ� of the game parameterized by γ satisfying conditions of Lemma
3, so that for all s and all t, we have

ws,t � »
x

rρ�ps, t, xqWB
t ps, x;σ�q � p1� ρ�ps, t, xqqWC

t ps, x;σ�qsπ�t pdx|sq,
and for all s, all t, and all τ , we have vs,t,τ � V F

τ ps, tq. Note by optimality of
policy choices, we have ws,t ¥ WB

t ps, z;σ�q for all s, all t, and all z P Ztpsq.
Define π � pπs,tqs,t by modifying π� so that for all s and all t, an office holder
of type t chooses ξpxq P Ztpsq whenever the original policy strategy dictates a
choice of x P Y zRps, t;σ�q, i.e., we specify that

πs,tpAq � π�t pAXRps, t;σ�q|sq
πs,tpξpAqq � π�t pξpAq|sq � π�t pAzRps, t;σ�q|sq

for all Borel measurable A � Y .

To establish that pπ,w, vq P Fpπ,w, v, γq, define ρ̂t:S � X Ñ r0, 1s as fol-
lows. Fix a state s. First, we specify that ρ̂tps, xq � ρ�ps, t, xq � 0 for all
x P Z. Second, for x P Y such that WB

t ps, x;σ�q � WB
t ps, ξpxq;σq, we spec-

ify that ρ̂tps, xq � ρ�ps, t, xq. Third, for x P Y such that WB
t ps, x;σ�q ¡

WB
t ps, ξpxq;σq, we require: (i) if ws,t ¥ WBps, x;σ�q, then ρ̂tps, xq � 1, (ii)

if ws,t � WB
t ps, ξpxq;σ�q, then ρ̂tps, xq � 0, and (iii) if WB

t ps, x;σ�q ¡ ws,t ¡
WB

t ps, ξpxq;σ�q, then the politician’s expected discounted utility is exactly ws,t,
i.e.,

ws,t � ρ̂tps, xqWB
t ps, x;σ�q � p1� ρ̂tps, xqqWB

t ps, ξpxq;σ�q.
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Fourth, for x P Y such that WB
t ps, x;σ�q   WB

t ps, ξpxq;σq, we specify that
ρ̂tps, xq � 0, completing the definition. Note that ρ̂tps, xq � ρ�ps, t, xq for all
x P supppπ�t p�|sqq, except perhaps on a set of π�t p�|sq-measure zero. And with the
above modification of π�, the same equality holds for πs,t-almost all x. Thus,
letting θ� � pπ,w, v, γq, we have

V B
τ p�, θ�q � V B

τ p�;σ�q, V C
τ p�, θ�q, vs,t,τ � V F

τ ps, tq, WB
t p�, θ�q �WB

t p�;σ�q
for all s, all t, and all τ . It follows that ρ̂t is a selection from Rtp�, θ�q for all
t, which implies that v P Vpθ�q. Furthermore, we have π P Ppθ�q. And finally,
we have w P Wpθ�q. Therefore, pπ,w, vq is a fixed point of Fp�, γq, completing
the proof.

B Proof of Representative Voter Theorem

In this appendix, we provide the proof of Theorem 3. Let capXq denote the
Banach space of signed Borel measures on X , endowed with the total variation
norm, || � ||v. Let Ξ � rcapXq3sS�T�X be the space of mappings from triplesps, t, xq to triples of Borel measures on X , so we may write an element ξ P Ξ as
a triple ξ � pλ, µ, νq of component functions. Endow Ξ with the sup norm, i.e.,
for all ξ, ξ1 P Ξ, we have||ξ � ξ1|| � sup

$&% ||λps, t, xq � λ1ps, t, xq||v,||µps, t, xq � µ1ps, t, xq||v,||νps, t, xq � ν1ps, t, xq||v | ps, t, xq P S � T �X

,.- .

As such, Ξ is itself a Banach space; in particular, it is a complete metric space.
For all s and all x, let ∆ps, xq be the unit mass on ps, xq. Given the simple
Markov electoral equilibrium σ, and using the assumption of a common discount
factor from (B3), we define the mapping Φ: ΞÑ Ξ by

ΦF pξqps, t, xq � »
x1 �p1� δq∆ps, x1q � δ

�
ρps, t, x1qµps, t, x1q� p1� ρps, t, x1qqνps, t, x1q��πtpdx1|sq

ΦBpξqps, t, xq � ptps|s, x, 1qrp1� δq∆ps, xq � δµps, t, xqs�
ş1�s

ptps1|s, x, 1qΦF pξqps1, t, xq
ΦCpξqps, t, xq �

ţ1 qtpt1|s, xq ş1 ptps1|s, x, 0qΦF pξqps1, t1, xq,
where we write the values of Φ as Φpξq � pΦF pξq,ΦBpξq,ΦCpξqq. Note that the
first component ΦF is in fact constant in x.
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We claim that Φ is a contraction mapping with modulus δ. To see this,
consider any ξ, ξ1 P Ξ and any s, t, x P S � T �X , and first note that||ΦF pξqps, t, xq � ΦF pξ1qps, t, xq||v¤ δ

»
x1 �ρps, t, x1q||µps, t, x1q � µ1ps, t, x1q||v�p1� ρps, t, x1qq||νps, t, x1q � ν1ps, t, x1q||v�πtpdx1|sq¤ δ

»
x1 max

" ||µps, t, x1q � µ1ps, t, x1q||v,||νps, t, x1q � ν1ps, t, x1q||v *
πtpdx1|sq¤ δ||ξ � ξ1||.

Furthermore,||ΦBpξqps, t, xq � ΦBpξ1qps, t, xq||v¤ δptps|s, x, 1q||µps, t, xq � µ1ps, t, xq||v�
ş1�s

ptps1|s, x, 1q||ΦF pξqps1, t, xq � ΦF pξ1qps1, t, xq||v¤ δ||ξ � ξ1||,
and ||ΦCpξqps, t, xq � ΦCpξ1qps, t, xq||v¤

ţ1 qtpt1|s, xq ş1 ptps1|s, x, 0q||ΦF pξqps1, t1, xq � ΦF pξ1qps1, t1, xq||v¤ δ||ξ � ξ1||.
Therefore, ||Φpξq � Φpξ1q|| ¤ δ||ξ � ξ1||, as claimed.

By the contraction mapping theorem, the mapping Φ has a unique fixed
point, which we denote ξ� � pλ�, µ�, ν�q. Accordingly, we have

λ�ps, tq � »
x1 �p1� δq∆ps, x1q � δ

�
ρps, t, x1qµ�ps, t, x1q� p1� ρps, t, x1qqν�ps, t, x1q��πtpdx1|sq

µ�ps, t, xq � ptps|s, x, 1qrp1� δq∆ps, xq � δµ�ps, t, xqs�
ş1�s

ptps1|s, x, 1qλ�ps1, tq
ν�ps, t, xq �

ţ1 qtpt1|s, xq ş1 ptps1|s, x, 0qλ�ps1, t1q,
where we omit the argument x from λ�, which is constant in x. Let λ�X , µ�X ,
and ν�X denote the marginals of these probability measures on the policy space.
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For each τ , define the mappings UF
τ :S � T Ñ ℜ and UB

τ , UC
τ :S � T �X Ñ ℜ

by

UF
τ ps, tq � »

x1 uτ px1qλ�X ps, tqpdx1q
UB
τ ps, t, xq � »

x1 uτ px1qµ�X ps, t, xqpdx1q
UC
τ ps, t, xq � »

x1 uτ px1qν�X ps, t, xqpdx1q.
for all s, all t, and all x.

Note that these functions solve the system of equations

UF
τ ps, tq � »

x1 �p1� δquτ px1q � δ
�
ρps, t, x1qUB

τ ps, t, x1q� p1� ρps, t, x1qqUC
τ ps, t, x1q��πtpdx1|sq

UB
τ ps, t, xq � ptps|s, x, 1qrp1� δquτ pxq � δUB

τ ps, t, xqs�
ş1�s

ptps1|s, x, 1qUF
τ ps, tq

UC
τ ps, t, xq �

ţ1 qtpt1|s, xq ş1 ptps1|s, x, 0qUF
τ ps1, tq,

for all s, all t, and all x, and therefore we have

UF
τ ps, tq
1� δ

� »
x1 �uτ px1q � δ

�
ρps, t, x1qUB

τ ps, t, x1q
1� δ� p1� ρps, t, x1qqUC
τ ps, t, x1q
1� δ

��
πtpdx1|sq

UB
τ ps, t, xq
1� δ

� ptps|s, x, 1quτ pxq �°
s1�s ptps1|s, x, 1qUF

τ ps,tq
1�δ

1� ptps|s, x, 1qδ
UC
τ ps, t, xq
1� δ

�
ţ1 qtpt1|s, xq ş1 ptps1|s, x, 0qUF

τ ps1, tq
1� δ

for all s, all t, and all x. That is, after removing the normalization by 1 �
δ, these functions satisfy conditions (1)–(3), which uniquely characterize the
continuation values V F , V B, and V C .

Therefore, we can write these continuation values as integrals,

V F
τ ps, tq � 1

1� δ

»
x1 uτ px1qλ�X ps, t, xqpdx1q

V B
τ ps, t, xq � 1

1� δ

»
x1 uτ px1qµ�X ps, t, xqpdx1q

V C
τ ps, t, xq � 1

1� δ

»
x1 uτ px1qν�X ps, t, xqpdx1q,
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with respect to a collection of probability measures that varies with s, t, and x.
For state s and incumbent type t, let κ be the total median type, as in (B5).
Using (B1), (B2), and (B4), part (iii) of the lemma of Banks and Duggan (2006)
implies that for all x, we have:

V B
κ ps, t, xq ¡ V C

κ ps, t, xq � DC P Dtpsq : �τ P C : V B
τ ps, t, xq ¡ V C

τ ps, t, xq,
and

V B
κ ps, t, xq ¥ V C

κ ps, t, xq � DC P Dtpsq : �τ P C : V B
τ ps, t, xq ¥ V C

τ ps, t, xq,
Thus, type κ is representative in s for t, as required.

C Proofs for Examples

Proofs for Example 1. In an equilibrium with compromise in state ŝ, all politi-
cian types implement policy x̂κ and are reelected. In such an equilibrium, the
payoff to a politician of type t P tℓ, ru from implementing policy x̂κ is u�b

1�δ
, while

its payoff to implementing policy x̂t is û� b� δu
1�δ

. Hence, an equilibrium with
compromise in state ŝ exists if and only if

δb

1� δ
¥ û� u.

In such an equilibrium, we have that for all politician types t and voter types
τ , V B

τ pŝ, t, x̂κq � V C
τ pŝq, so that reelecting all politicians implementing policy

x̂κ is optimal for all voter types.

In an equilibrium with shirking in state ŝ, all politician types implement
their ideal policies, with only politicians of type κ being reelected. In such
an equilibrium, the payoff to a politician of type t P tℓ, ru from implementing
policy x̂t is û � b � 1

3
δ
�
V F
t pŝ, ℓq � V F

t pŝ, κq � V F
t pŝ, rq�. Since, for any voter

type τ , Vτ pŝ, t, x̂κq � Vτ pŝ, κ, x̂κq, then a politician of type t would be reelected
if it instead implemented policy x̂κ since, as shown below, voters have a strict
incentive to reelect politicians of type κ following this policy. Since the payoff
of a politician of type t following a deviation to policy x̂κ is V F

t pŝ, κq � b
1�δ

, an
equilibrium with shirking in state ŝ exists if and only if

δb

1� δ
¤ û� u� 1

3
δ
�
V F
t pŝ, ℓq � V F

t pŝ, rq � 2V F
t pŝ, κq� ,

which, since

V F
t pŝ, ℓq � V F

t pŝ, rq � 2V F
t pŝ, κq � 1

1� 2
3
δ
rû� ǔ� 2us ,

holds if and only if

δb

1� δ
¤ 1

1� 2
3
δ

��
1� 1

3
δ


 pû� uq � 1

3
δpu� ǔq� .
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Given û�u   u� ǔ, the righthand side of the above inequality is decreasing in
δ, so the inequality is satisfied whenever

δb

1� δ
¤ 2pû� uq � pu� ǔq.

Since û�u ¡ 1
2
pu� ǔq by assumption, the above inequality is satisfied whenever

office benefits are sufficiently low.

In an equilibrium with shirking, the payoff to a voter of type τ P tℓ, ru from
reelecting a politician of any type having implemented policy x̂κ is V F

t pŝ, κq,
while its payoff from the challenger is 1

3

�
V F
τ pŝ, ℓq � V F

τ pŝ, rq � V F
τ pŝ, κq�. Hence,

type τ voters support the incumbent if and only if û � u ¤ u � ǔ, which holds
strictly by assumption.

We now turn to state s̊. First, suppose that the equilibrium involves com-
promise in state ŝ. Then there exists an equilibrium in which all politicians
implement their ideal policies in state s̊ and are reelected. In this equilibrium,
voters will vote against an incumbent that has implemented their third-ranked
policy and in favor of an incumbent that has implemented their first-ranked
policy. Hence, we only need to consider the incentives of a voter of type τ fac-
ing a politician of type t having implemented its middle-ranked policy x. If the
state transitions, then all politician types are expected compromise at policy
x̂κ. Hence, we have that V B

τ p̊s, t, xq � V C
τ p̊sq ¥ 0 if and only if û � u ¤ u � ǔ,

which holds strictly by assumption. Note that this is the same condition as in
the compromise equilibrium in state ŝ. The argument for politicians’ incentives
is similar.

Now suppose that the equilibrium involves shirking in state ŝ. Then there
exists p̄ such that, whenever p̊ ¤ p̄, there exists an equilibrium in which all
politicians implement their ideal policy in state s̊ and only politicians of type κ

are reelected in that state. In this equilibrium, the payoffs to a voter of type τ

from a challenger in state s̊ are given by

V C
τ p̊sq � 1

3
p̊
�
û� u� ǔ� δV B

τ p̊s, κ, x̂κq � 2δV C
τ p̊sq�� p1� p̊qV C

τ pŝq.
This implies that, for any transition probability p̊, we have that V C

τ p̊sq � V C
τ pŝq,

since V B
τ p̊s, κ, x̂κq � V B

τ pŝ, κ, x̂κq. Also, for any politician type t P tℓ, ru and
any policy x, the payoffs to a voter of type τ from an incumbent in state s̊ is
given by

V B
τ p̊s, t, xq � p̊

�
uτ p̊s, xq � δV B

τ p̊s, t, xq�� p1� p̊q �uτ pŝ, x̂tq � δV C
τ pŝq� ,

We show that if p̊ is sufficiently low, then no politician of type t P tℓ, ru
can be reelected in equilibrium following any policy choice. This implies that
for such politicians, implementing their ideal policy is optimal. Note that, for
any voter of type τ �� t, limp̊Ñ0 V

B
τ p̊s, t, x̂τ q � uτ pŝ, x̂tq � δV C

τ pŝq and V C
τ pŝq ¡
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uτ pŝ,x̂tq
1�δ

. This implies that there exists p̄ such that, for all p̊ ¤ p̄, voters of type
τ �� t P tℓ, ru support the challenger against an incumbent of type t that has
implemented policy x̂τ . Since, for any policy x, V B

τ p̊s, t, xq ¤ V B
τ p̊s, t, x̂τ q, then,

for any p̊ ¤ p̄, voters of type τ never support any incumbent of type other than κ.

It remains only to show that politicians of type κ are reelected following pol-
icy x̂κ. It is sufficient to show that these politicians always obtain the support
of voters of type ℓ. This follow by the assumption that û� u   u � ǔ since, as
noted above, V B

ℓ p̊s, t, x̂κq � V B
ℓ pŝ, t, x̂κq and V C

ℓ p̊sq � V C
ℓ pŝq.

Proofs for Example 2. In the absorbing state s̊, there exists an equilibrium in
which politicians of all types implement their ideal policy and are reelected in
that state. To see this, note that the payoff to a voter of type τ that votes in
favor of its second-ranked policy x implemented by a politician of type t, we
have that

V B
τ p̊s, t, xq � u

1� δ
,

while its payoff to a challenger is

V C
τ p̊sq � 1

3

1

1� δ
ru� û� ǔs .

Hence, we have that V B
τ p̊s, t, xq ¥ V C

τ p̊sq since, by assumption, u� ǔ ¡ û� u.

If p̂ is sufficiently low, then there exists an equilibrium such that all types of
politicians implement their ideal policy and are reelected in state ŝ. Note that
for all voter types τ P tℓ, ru, we have that

V C
τ pŝq � V C

τ p̊sq.
Hence, since we also have that V B

ℓ pŝ, κ, x̂κq � V B
ℓ p̊s, κ, x̂κq, then it is optimal

for voters of type ℓ to vote in favor of policy x̂κ when proposed by a politician
of type κ.

To see that voters of type r vote in favor of policy x̂ℓ when proposed by a
politician of type ℓ, note that

V B
r pŝ, ℓ, x̂ℓq � p̂

�
ǔ� δV B

r pŝ, ℓ, x̂ℓq�� p1� p̂qV F
r p̊s, ℓq.

Computation yields that V B
r pŝ, ℓ, x̂ℓq ¥ V C

r pŝq if and only if

p̂ ¤ u� ǔ� pû� uqp3� δqu � p3� 2δqǔ� δû
(16)� p̄1.

A simple computation verifies that p̄1   1. Since the denominator of (16) is
linear in δ, it attains a minimum at δ P t0, 1u and for both these values, we have
that this denominator is positive. Hence, p̄1 ¡ 0.
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To see that voter κ votes in favor of policy x̂r when proposed by a politician
of type r, note that

V B
κ pŝ, r, x̂rq � p̂

�
u� δV B

κ pŝ, r, x̂rq�� p1� p̂qV F
κ p̊s, rq� V F

κ p̊s, rq,
while

V C
κ pŝq � 1

3

�
V F
κ p̊s, κq � Vκ p̊s, rq � V F

κ pŝ, ℓq� ,
where V F

κ pŝ, ℓq � 1
1�δp̂

�
p̂u� p1� p̂qV F

κ p̊s, ℓq�. Hence, computation yields that

V B
κ pŝ, r, x̂rq ¥ V C

κ pŝq if and only if

p̂ ¤ u� ǔ� pû� uq
u� ǔ� δpû � uq� p̄2.

Given our assumption that u� ǔ�pû�uq ¡ 0, we have that p̄2 P p0, 1q. Hence,
let p̄ in the text be such that p̄ � mintp̄1, p̄2u.
Proofs for Example 3. The aim is to show that there exists a simple Markov
electoral equilibrium in which all t-type politicians implement policy x1 in
state st and policy x�1 in state s�t and in which, for all states s P ts1, s�1u,
Rps, tq � H. We start by deriving the equilibrium voting strategies of κ-type
voters. Many of the computations will depend on the difference V F

κ ps�t,�tq �
V F
κ ps�t, tq, the increment in the payoffs of voter κ in state s�t from having an

incumbent of type �t rather than of type t. Note that, since

V C
κ ps�t,�t, x1q � 1

2

�
V F
κ pst,�tq � V F

κ pst, tq� ,
and

V C
κ ps�t, t, x�1q � p1� pq uκpxq

1� δκ
� 1

2
p
�
V F
κ ps�t,�tq � V F

κ ps�t, tq� ,
and that, by symmetry, V F

κ pst,�tq � V F
κ ps�t, tq and V F

κ pst, tq � V F
κ ps�t,�tq,

we have that

V F
κ ps�t,�tq � V F

κ ps�t, tq (17)� uκpx1q � uκpx�1q � δκ
�
V C
κ ps�t,�t, x1q � V C

κ ps�t, t, x�1q�� uκpx1q � uκpx�1q � δκp1� pq�1
2
V F
κ ps�t,�tq � 1

2
V F
κ ps�t, tq� 1

1� δκ
uκpxq�¡ 0. (18)
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Furthermore, we assume that p satisfies

0   p   1� uκpx1q � uκpx�1q
δκ

�
1
2
uκpx1q � 1

2
uκpx�1q � uκpxq� , (19)

which can be can always hold as long as uκpxq is sufficiently small.

First, to verify that opting for the challenger in state st against a t-type in-
cumbent following policy x1 is uniquely optimal, note that, since V B

κ pst, t, x1q �
V F
κ ps�t, tq,
V C
κ pst, t, x1q � V B

κ pst, t, x1q � 1

2
V F
κ ps�t, tq � 1

2
V F
κ ps�t,�tq � V F

κ ps�t, tq� 1

2

�
V F
κ ps�t,�tq � V F

κ ps�t, tq�¡ 0.

Second, to verify that opting for the challenger in state st against a t-type incum-
bent following policy x�1 is uniquely optimal, note that, since V B

κ pst, t, x�1q �p1� pquκpxq
1�δk

� pV F
κ pst,�tq, we have that

V C
κ pst, t, x�1q � V B

κ pst, t, x�1q� �p1� pq uκpxq
1� δκ

� p

�
1

2
V F
κ pst, tq � 1

2
V F
κ pst,�tq�� �p1� pq uκpxq

1� δκ
� pV F

κ pst,�tq�� 1

2
p
�
V F
κ ps�t,�tq � V F

κ ps�t, tq�¡ 0.

Third, to verify that opting for the challenger in state s�t against a t-type
incumbent following policy x1 is uniquely optimal, note that V C

κ ps�t, t, x1q �
V B
κ pst, t, x1q ¡ 0 if and only ifp1� pq uκpxq

1� δκ
� 1

2
p
�
V F
κ ps�t,�tq � V F

κ ps�t, tq�� �p1� pq uκpxq
1� δκ

� p
�
uκpx1q � δκV

C
κ ps�t, t, x1q��¡ 0,

which, since uκpx1q � δκV
C
κ ps�t, t, x1q � uκpx1q � uκpx�1q � V F

κ ps�t, tq and
p ¡ 0, holds if and only if

uκpx1q � uκpx�1q
V F
κ ps�t,�tq � V F

κ ps�t, tq   1

2
.

Using our expression (18), this condition is equivalent to

uκpx1q � uκpx�1q (20)
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  δκp1� pq�1
2
V F
κ ps�t,�tq � 1

2
V F
κ ps�t, tq � 1

1� δκ
uκpxq�.

(21)

Since V F
κ ps�t,�tq ¥ uκpx1q� δκ

1�δκ
uκpxq and V F

κ ps�t, tq ¥ uκpx�1q� δκ
1�δκ

uκpxq,
a sufficient condition for (21) is the assumption (19) that p is sufficiently small.
Fourth, to verify that opting for the challenger in state s�t against a t-type
incumbent following policy x2 is uniquely optimal, note that

V C
κ pst, t, x�1q � V B

κ pst, t, x�1q� p

�
1

2
V F
κ ps�t, tq � 1

2
V F
κ ps�t,�tq � V F

κ ps�t, tq�� 1

2
p
�
V F
κ ps�t,�tq � V F

κ ps�t, tq�¡ 0.

Finally, we verify that politicians’ proposal strategies are optimal. To verify
that implementing policy x1 is optimal for t-type politicians in state st, note
that their payoffs in that state to implementing policy x1 are

b� V F
t pst, tq � b� utpst, x1q � 1

2
δt
�
V F
t ps�t, tq � V F

t ps�t,�tq� ,
while, by the symmetry of transition probabilities and of type t’s payoffs, their
payoffs to implementing policy x�t are

b� V F
t pst,�tq � b� utpst, x�1q � δtp1� pqutps, xq

1� δt�δtp �1
2
V F
t pst, tq � 1

2
V F
t pst,�tq� .

Finally,

V F
t pst, tq � V F

t pst,�tq� utpst, x1q � utpst, x�1q � δtp1� pq �1
2
V F
t pst, tq � 1

2
V F
t pst,�tq � utps, xq

1� δt

�¡ 0.

To verify that implementing policy x�1 is optimal for t-type politicians in state
s�t, note that their payoffs in that state are

b� utps�t, x�1q � V C
t ps�t, t, x�1q,

while their payoff to implementing policy x1 is

b� utps�t, x1q � V C
t ps�t, t, x1q.

The desired inequality follows since V C
t ps�t, t, x�1q � V C

t ps�t, t, x1q. Note that
office benefits b are irrelevant for t-type politicians’ decisions in states st and
s�t since no policy leads to reelection.
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Proofs for Example 4. We assume that politicians’ office benefit b satisfies

b ¥ b�� p2� δκ � pquκpx1q � p1� pquκpx�1q
δκ

(22)¡ 0.

We start by verifying that the voting strategies of κ-type voters are optimal and
satisfy the requirements of deferential equilibria. First, to verify that reelecting
any politician type t P t1, κu following policy x�1 in any state s is optimal for
κ-type voters, note that

V B
κ ps, t, x�1q � uκpx�1q

1� δk� V C
κ ps, x�1q.

Second, to verify that piq reelecting type 1 politicians following policy x1 is
optimal for κ-type voters in states s1 and s and that piiq opting for the challenger
over a κ-type politician following policy x1 is optimal in states s�1 and s, note
that

V B
κ ps1, 1, x1q � V B

κ ps, 1, x1q� uκpx1q
1� δk¡ p
uκpx�1q
1� δk

� p1� pquκpx1q
1� δk� V C

κ ps1, x1q � V C
κ ps, x1q � V C

κ ps�1, x1q¡ uκpx�1q
1� δk� V B
κ ps�1, κ, x1q � V B

κ ps, κ, x1q.
Third, to verify that opting for the challenger over a κ-type politician following
policy x1 is optimal for κ-type voters in state s1, note that since

V B
κ ps1, κ, x1q � 1

1� δkp1� pq �p1� pquκpx1q � p
uκpx�1q
1� δκ

�
,

we have that

V B
κ ps1, κ, x1q � V C

κ ps1, x1q � pp1� pqδκp1� δκqp1� δκp1� pqq ruκpx�1q � uκpx1qs  0.

Note that κ-type voters’ strategies are consistent with a deferential equilibrium
in that they elect challengers only when they are strictly preferred to the in-
cumbent. Note also that κ-type voters’ incentives are independent of δκ.
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We now verify that politicians’ proposal strategies are optimal. Since type
1 politicians obtain their maximal payoff in all states and are always reelected,
we focus on the incentives of κ-type politicians. In all states, the equilibrium
payoff to κ-type politicians is

uκpx�1q � b

1� δk
,

while they payoff to deviating to policy x1 is

uκpx1q � b� δκ

1� δκ
rp1� pquκpx1q � puκpx�1qs .

Hence, that κ-type politicians’ proposals are optimal follows from assumption
(22).

Proofs for Example 5. We show that there exists a simple Markov equilibrium
in which all politicians implement their stage-ideal policy and are always re-
elected. Since these policy strategies are optimal for politicians for any b, we
need only verify the optimality of κ-type voters’ reelection strategies. To verify
that reelecting t-type politicians following policy x̂t in state st is optimal, note
that

V B
κ pst, t, x̂tq � uκpst, x̂tq

1� δκ
,

while

V C
κ pst, x̂tq � 1

2
p1� qquκpst, x̂tq

1� δκ
� 1

2
p1� qq �ukpst, x̂�tq � δk

uκpst, x̂tq
1� δκ

��q uκpst, x̂κq
1� δκ

,

where we exploit the symmetry of κ voter’s payoffs with respect to t. Thus, by
(11), we have that

V B
κ pst, t, x̂tq ¥ V C

κ pst, x̂tq.
Since V B

κ ps�t, t, x̂tq � V B
κ pst, t, x̂tq and V C

κ ps�t, x̂tq � V C
κ pst, x̂tq, it follows that

reelecting t-type politicians following policy x̂t in state s�t is also optimal for
κ-type voters.

D Proofs for Applications

Proofs for Application 1. The representative type’s dynamic programming prob-
lem is

max
x

�p1� xq2 � γκ � δrp1� αxqV �
κ psq � αxV �

κ psqs
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in state s, and similarly in state s. The first-order conditions for this problem
yield

x�psq � 1� δα

2
rV �

κ psq � V �
κ psqs (23)

x�psq � 1� δβ

2
rV �

κ psq � V �
κ psqs. (24)

By concavity of the representative voter’s objective function, these solutions are
indeed maximizers given arbitrary continuation values V �

κ psq and V �
κ psq. The

policy rule px�psq, x�psqq determines continuation values as follows:

V �
κ psq � �p1� x�psqq2 � γκ � δrp1� αx�psqqV �

κ psq � αx�psqV �psqs
V �
κ psq � �p1� x�psqq2 � δrp1� αx�psqqV �

κ psq � αx�psqV �psqs.
After simplifying, the above expressions yield

V �
κ psq � V �

κ psq � 2px�psq � x�psqq � x�psq2 � x�psq2 � γκ�δrpβx�psq � αx�psqqpV �
κ psq � V �

κ psqqs.
Substituting in (23) and (24) gives a quadratic equation in V �

κ psq � V �
κ psq, and

we choose the positive solution

V �
κ psq � V �

κ psq� ap1� δpβ � αqq2 � pβ2 � α2qδ2γm � δpβ � αq � 1pβ2 � α2qδ2{2 . (25)

By the optimality principle, we conclude that px�psq, x�psqq is indeed the repre-
sentative voter’s optimal policy rule. Finally, performing the simple comparative
statics exercise, we see that as γκ increases, V �

κ psq�V �
κ psq increases, and x�psq

and x�psq decrease.
Proofs for Application 2. Let the state space be S � tsκ, sκu and the type space
be T � tℓ, κ, κ, ru. Voter type τ P tκ, κu is representative in state sτ , while
politicians can only be of type t P tℓ, ru. Transition probabilities are indepen-
dent of policies and incumbents’ types and are such that ppsτ |sτq � p P r0, 1s.
Challenger selection probabilities are independent of states, policies and incum-
bents’ types. Let qpℓq P p0, 1q denote the probability that the challenger is of
type ℓ, with qprq � 1 � qpℓq. The stage utility of a type τ voter or out of
office politician from policy x in state s is uτ ps, xq � uτ pxq, where uτ is single-
peaked around x̂τ , continuously differentiable and satisfying uκpx̂ℓq ¡ uκpx̂rq
and uκpx̂ℓq   uκpx̂rq. For some results we will restrict attention to a symmetric
version of the model. That is, we impose that voter preferences are such that
for all policies x, uκpxq � uκpx� x̂κ� x̂κq. In this case we will restrict attention
to symmetric equilibria, that is, equilibria in which uκpxℓpκqq � uκpxrpκqq and
uκpxrpκqq � uκpxℓpκqq, where pxtpκq, xtpκqq are the policies implemented by
politicians of type t in states sκ and sκ respectively.
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First, we establish our results for the equilibria in which both parties are
reelected

Proposition 5. Fix p P p0, 1q and consider an equilibrium in which all politi-
cians are reelected in all states. Suppose that xℓpκq �� xrpκq and xℓpκq �� xrpκq.
Then

1. uκpxrpκqq ¡ uκpxℓpκqq ¥ uκpx̂ℓq and uκpxℓpκqq ¡ uκpxrpκqq ¥ uκpx̂rq.
2. If b is large, then such an equilibrium exists for sufficiently high p.

3. Restrict attention to symmetric equilibria of the symmetric version of the
model. Fix p1   p and a symmetric equilibrium under p1 with policiespx1tpκq, x1tpκqqt in which x1ℓpκq � xℓpκq and x1rpκq � xrpκq. Then x1rpκq  
xrpκq and x1ℓpκq ¡ xℓpκq.

Proof. We will derive our results for the case of voter κ. The arguments for the
case of voter κ are similar. To prove part 1, note that the payoff to voter κ if it
retains a politician of type r following policy xrpκq is

V B
κ psκ, r, xrpκqq � p

�
uκpxrpκqq � δV B

κ psκ, r, xrpκqq��p1� pq �uκpxrpκqq � δV B
κ psκ, r, xrpκqq� .

Similarly, we can derive the payoff V B
κ psκ, ℓ, xℓpκqq to voter κ if it retains a

politician of type ℓ following policy xℓpκq. The payoff to voter κ if it replaces
any politician is given by

V C
κ psκq � qprqV B

κ psκ, r, xrpκqq � qpℓqV B
κ psκ, ℓ, xℓpκqq. (26)

First, it must be that V B
κ psκ, r, xrpκqq � V C

κ psκq. To see this, note that since

xrpκq P rx̂κ, x̂rs, then if V B
κ psκ, r, xrpκqq ¡ V C

κ psκq, it must be that xrpκq � x̂r.
Otherwise, if xrpκq P rx̂κ, x̂rq r-type politicians could implement a more extreme
policy and be reelected. But then, since xℓpκq ¤ x̂κ ¤ xrpκq, xℓpκq P rx̂ℓ, x̂κs and
uκpx̂ℓq ¡ uκpx̂rq, it follows that V B

κ psκ, r, xrpκqq   V B
κ psκ, ℓ, xℓpκqq and hence,

by (26) and the fact that qpℓq P p0, 1q, we have that V C
κ psκq ¡ V B

κ psκ, r, xrpκqq,
a contradiction. Second, it must also be that V B

κ psκ, ℓ, xℓpκqq � V C
κ psκq. This

follows by (26) since V B
κ psκ, r, xrpκqq � V C

κ psκq. Using these two facts, as well

as deriving expressions for V B
κ psκ, r, xrpκqq and V B

κ psκ, ℓ, xℓpκqq, we obtain that

uκpxrpκqq � uκpxℓpκqq
uκpxℓpκqq � uκpxrpκqq � 1� p

pp1� δq � δp1� pq . (27)

Since xℓpκq �� xrpκq and xℓpκq ¤ x̂κ ¤ xrpκq imply that uκpxℓpκqq�uκpxrpκqq ¡
0, then (27) implies that uκpxrpκqq � uκpxℓpκqq ¡ 0.
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For the proof of part 2, assume that

δb

1� δ
¥ max

 
uℓpx̂ℓq � uℓpx̂κq, urpx̂rq � uℓpx̂κq( . (28)

Fix xℓpκq   x̂κ and xrpκq ¡ x̂κ. Define xr ¡ x̂κ and xℓ   x̂κ such that uκpxrq �
uκpxℓpκqq and uκpxℓq � uκpxrpκqq, as well as functions f, g : rx̂κ, xrs�rxℓ, x̂κs Ñ
ℜ such that

fpxrpκq, xℓpκqq � uκpxrpκqq � uκpxℓpκqq
uκpxℓpκqq � uκpxrpκqq

gpxrpκq, xℓpκqq � uκpxℓpκqq � uκpxrpκqq
uκpxrpκqq � uκpxℓpκqq .

By the arguments from above, we have that, conditional on politicians not being
willing to shirk and forego reelection, pxtpκq, xtpκqqt define equilibrium policies
in which politicians are always reelected if and only if

fpxrpκq, xℓpκqq � gpxrpκq, xℓpκqq � 1� p

pp1� δq � δp1� pq .
Note that both f and g are decreasing in xrpκq and increasing in xℓpκq. Also,
fpxr, xℓq � 0 if and only if xrpκq � xr and gpxr, xℓq � 0 if and only if xℓpκq �
xℓ. Since u1κpxℓq ¡ 0, the implicit function theorem yields the existence of a
continuously differentiable function x�ℓ defined on a neighbourhood I of xr such
that x�ℓ pxrq � xℓ and for all xr P I, rf � gspxr, x

�
ℓ pxrqq � 0. For all xr P I

with xr   xr, we have that fpxr, x
�
ℓ pxrqq ¡ 0 and hence that gpxr, x

�
ℓ pxrqq ¡

0. By the continuity of f , g and x�ℓ , there exists c� ¡ 0 such that for all
c   c�, there exists xc

r P I such that fpxc
r, x

�
ℓ pxc

rqq � gpxc
r , x

�
ℓ pxc

rqq � c. Since
1�p

pp1�δq�δp1�pq is decreasing in p and reaches 0 at p � 1, then for all c   c�, there
exists pc such that 1�pc

pcp1�δq�δp1�pcq � c. Hence, for any p ¡ pc
�
, there exist

policies pxtpκq, xtpκqqt that define an equilibrium in which politicians are always
reelected, conditional on politicians not wanting to shirk. This is ensured by
(28), since that condition implies that no politician has the incentive to shirk
if the equilibrium policies are xℓpκq � xrpκq � x̂κ and xℓpκq � xrpκq � x̂κ.
Under this profile, politicians’ benefits from implementing their ideal policies
are maximized, while the policy costs of losing office to an opposing type are
minimized. Hence, politicians’ incentive constraints are at their most stringent.

We now prove part 3, establishing the comparative statics of these equilib-
ria in p. Since multiple equilibria exist, this involves an equilibrium selection
problem. Our approach is to fix xℓpκq and xrpκq and focus on the reelection stan-
dard voters apply to politicians with opposite preferences. Since 1�p

pp1�δq�δp1�pq
is decreasing in p, (27) along with the corresponding condition for voter κ im-
plies that, for p1   p, it cannot be that both |x1rpκq � x̂κ| ¥ |xrpκq � x̂κ| and|x1ℓpκq � x̂κ| ¥ |xℓpκq � x̂κ|. To obtain a stronger result, we focus on symmetric
equilibria of the symmetric case of the model. Then (27) along with the corre-
sponding condition for voter κ imply that both |x1rpκq � x̂κ|   |xrpκq � x̂κ| and|x1ℓpκq � x̂κ|   |xℓpκq � x̂κ|.
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If p � 0, the state transitions each period with probability 1 and by Propo-
sition 1, the unique deferential equilibrium has xtpκq � xtpκq � x̂t for all
politician types t. This shirking equilibrium is also an equilibrium when p ¡ 0
is small.

Proposition 6. If p is sufficiently small, then there exists an equilibrium in
which xτ pκq � xtpκq � x̂t for all politician types t, ℓ-types are reelected only
under voter κ and r-types are reelected only under κ.

Proof. A sufficient condition for the targeted profile to be an equilibrium under
p ¡ 0 is that, under this profile, Rκpsκ, rq � Rκpsκ, ℓq � H. We focus on the
case of voter κ, that for voter κ being similar. Note that Rκpsκ, rq �� H if and

only if x̂κ P Rκpsκ, rq, with V B
κ psκ, r, x̂κq � 1

1�δp

�
puκpx̂κq � p1� pqV F

κ psκ, rq�.
Direct computation of continuation values establishes that

lim
pÑ0

�
V B
κ psκ, r, x̂κq � V C

κ psκq� ¥ 0 if and only if
uκpx̂rq
1� δ

¥ lim
pÑ0

V C
κ psκq.

Since qpℓq ¡ 0 and
uκpx̂rq
1�δ

is attained under the targeted equilibrium profile only

if challengers are always drawn to be the r-type, it follows that V C
κ psκq ¡ uκpx̂rq

1�δ

for all p. Hence, for all p sufficiently small, V B
κ psκ, r, x̂κq � V C

κ psκq   0 and
Rκpsκ, rq � H, establishing the claim. Note that this result in independent of
the level of politicians’ office benefit b.

Proofs for Application 3. Let the state space be S � tf, ou�tv,Hu and the type
space be T � tℓ, κ, ru, with voter type κ representative in all states. Challenger
selection probabilities are independent of states, policies and incumbents’ types,
with qpℓq P p0, 1q and qprq � 1�qpℓq. Transition probabilities are independent of
policies and politicians’ types, with, pppo, vq|p�,Hq, 1q � λ, pppo, vq|p�, vq, 1q � η,
pppf, vq|s, 0q � φ with pppf, vq|s, 0q � pppf,Hq|s, 0q � 1 for all s, and¸

j�v,H pppo, jq|pf, �q, 1q � ¸
j�v,H pppo, jq|po, �q, 1q � 1.

Since the state transitions away from state pf, �q with probability 1 if a
politician is retained and challenger type distributions are independent of states
and policies, it follows by Proposition 1 that in any deferential equilibrium
politicians of type t P tℓ, ru implement policy x̂t in that state.

The stage utility of a τ -type voter or out of office politician from policy x

in state s is uτ ps, xq � uτ pxq if s � p�,Hq and uτ ps, xq � uτ pxq � v if s � p�, vq,
where uτ is single-peaked around x̂τ , with the assumption that uκpx̂ℓq ¥ uκpx̂rq.
We first establish our results for the valence-as-experience model, in which λ �
η � 1 and φ � 0.

Proposition 7. Consider the valence-as-experience model.
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1. In all deferential equilibria, ℓ-type politicians are always reelected and they
implement policy x̂ℓ in state po, vq.

2. If v ¥ qpℓq
1�δqprq ruκpx̂ℓq � uκpx̂rqs, then there exists a unique deferential

equilibrium and in this equilibrium, r-type politicians are always reelected
and they implement policy x̂r in state po, vq.

3. If v   qpℓq
1�δqprq ruκpx̂ℓq � uκpx̂rqs and b is large, then there exists a unique

deferential equilibrium and in this equilibrium, r-type politicians are always
reelected and they implement policy xrpo, vq in state po, vq, which is such
that uκpxrpo, vqq P puκpx̂ℓq, uκpx̂rqq.

Proof First, we show that in any deferential equilibrium, we have that ℓ-type
politicians implement policy x̂ℓ in state po, vq. Towards a contradiction, suppose
instead that policy xℓ ¡ x̂ℓ is the most moderate policy leading to reelection
implemented by ℓ-type politicians in that state. Given any t and x, let V C

κ �
V C
κ ppf,Hq, t, xq � V C

κ ppo, vq, t, xq. Then we have that

V C
κ � V B

κ ppo, vq, ℓ, xℓq ¤ V F
κ ppo, vq, ℓq.

Otherwise, a free ℓ-type politician in state po, vq could implement a policy more

extreme than xℓ and be reelected. Similarly, since V B
κ ppo, vq, ℓ, xℓq � uκpxℓq�v

1�δ

and xℓ P px̂ℓ, x̂κs, then V B
κ ppo, vq, r, xrq � V C

κ whenever r-types implement
policy xr and are reelected. Hence, a simple computation yields that

V C
κ ¤ 1

1� δ
rqpℓquκpx̂ℓq � qprquκpx̂rqs  uκpxℓq � v

1� δ� V B
κ ppo, vq, ℓ, xℓq,

yielding the desired contradiction. We now show that in any deferential equi-
librium, ℓ-type politicians are always reelected in states pf,Hq and po, vq. This
follows since, by the previous claim, in any deferential equilibrium, given that
v ¡ 0,

V C
κ ¤ qpℓquκpx̂ℓq � qprquκpx̂rq � δruκpx̂ℓq � vs

1� δ  uκpx̂ℓq � v

1� δ� V B
κ ppo, vq, ℓ, x̂ℓq

and hence voter κ always strictly prefers to reelect ℓ-type politicians in all states.

To complete the proof of Proposition 7, it remains only to determine the
policies of r-type politicians in state po, vq. Suppose that v ¥ qpℓq

1�δqprq ruκpx̂ℓq �
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uκpx̂rqs. Then it must be that V C
κ ¤ V B

κ ppo, vq, r, x̂rq � uκpx̂rq�v

1�δ
and hence

that in the unique deferential equilibrium, xrpo, vq � x̂r and r-type politicians
are always reelected. To see this, suppose towards a contradiction that V C

κ ¡
V B
κ ppo, vq, r, x̂rq. Since in any equilibrium, V B

κ ppo, vq, r, xrq � V C
κ whenever

policy xr is proposed by r-types and leads to reelection, we have that

V C
κ � 1

1� δqprq �qpℓquκpx̂ℓq � qprquκpx̂rq � δqpℓqruκpx̂ℓq � vs
1� δ

�¤ uκpx̂rq � v

1� δ� V B
κ ppo, vq, r, x̂rq,

yielding the desired contradiction.

In any deferential equilibrium, policy x̂κ leads to reelection for r-type politi-
cians in state po, vq. This follows since

V B
κ ppo, vq, r, x̂κq � uκpx̂κq � v

1� δ¡ qpℓquκpx̂ℓq � qprquκpx̂rq � δruκpx̂κq � vs
1� δ¥ V C

κ .

Hence, if we assume that b ¥ p1�δqurpx̂rq�urpx̂ℓq�urpx̂κq
δ

, then in any deferential
equilibrium old r-type politicians will implement a policy xrpo, vq that leads to
reelection. If v   qpℓq

1�δqprq ruκpx̂ℓq � uκpx̂rqs, then xrpo, vq   x̂r is determined as

the unique solution to V B
κ ppo, vq, r, xrpo, vqq � V C

κ , rewritten as

1� δqprq
1� δ

uκpxrpo, vqq � v � qpℓq
1� δ

uκpx̂ℓq � qprquκpx̂rq.
Note that since v ¡ 0, we have uκpxrpo, vqq   uκpx̂ℓq.

We now establish our results for the valence-as-uncorruptedness model, in
which λ � η � 0 and φ � 1.

Proposition 8. Consider the valence-as-uncorruptedness model.

1. Suppose that v ¡ uκpx̂κq � qpℓquκpx̂ℓq � qprquκpx̂rq. Then there exists a
unique deferential equilibrium, and in this equilibrium no politicians are
ever reelected and politicians of type t P tℓ, ru implement policy x̂t in statepo,Hq.

2. Suppose that v   qprqruκpx̂ℓq � uκpx̂rqs. Then in all deferential equi-
libria, ℓ-type politicians are always reelected and they implement policy
x̂ℓ in state po,Hq. If b is large, then there exists a unique deferential
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equilibrium, and in this equilibrium r-type politicians are always reelected
and they implement policy xrpo,Hq in state po,Hq, which is such that
uκpxrpo,Hqq P puκpx̂ℓq, uκpx̂rqq.

3. Suppose that v P rqprqruκpx̂ℓq�uκpx̂rqs, uκpx̂κq�qpℓquκpx̂ℓq�qprquκpx̂rqs.
If b is large, then there exists a unique deferential equilibrium, and in this
equilibrium all politicians are always reelected, xℓpo,Hq P rx̂ℓ, x̂κs and
xrpo,Hq is such that uκpxrpo,Hqq � uκpxℓpo,Hqq.

Proof For part 1, note that given any proposals xℓ and xr by ℓ and r-type
politicians, it must be that xℓ P rx̂ℓ, x̂κs and xr P rx̂κ, x̂rs. Hence, policy x̂κ is
acceptable to voter κ as long as v ¤ uκpx̂κq � qpℓquκpx̂ℓq � qprquκpx̂rq. If this
condition fails, then in the unique deferential equilibrium xtpo,Hq � x̂t for all
politician types t and no politicians are ever reelected.

Now suppose that v ¤ uκpx̂κq � qpℓquκpx̂ℓq � qprquκpx̂rq, so that in any def-
erential equilibrium implementing policy x̂κ leads to reelection when proposed.

Hence, if we assume that b ¥ p1�δqutpx̂tq�utpx̂t1 q�utpx̂κq
δ

for all types t, t1 P tℓ, ru
such that t �� t1, then t-type politicians will implement a policy xtpo,Hq that
leads to reelection. To complete the proof of Proposition 8, consider a deferen-
tial equilibrium in pure strategies in which all politicians are always reelected
and politicians of type t implement policy xtpo,Hq in state po,Hq. The payoff
to voter κ if it reelects the politician in this state is

V B
κ ppo,Hq, t, xtpo,Hqq � V F

κ ppo,Hq, tq � uκpxtpo,Hqq
1� δ

,

while the payoff to voter κ if it opts for the challenger in state po,Hq is
V C
κ po,Hq� qpℓquκpx̂ℓq � qprquκpx̂rq � v � δ

1� δ
rqpℓquκpxℓpo,Hqq � qprquκpxrpo,Hqqs.

Since uκpx̂ℓq ¥ uκpx̂rq, there are two cases to consider. Either (i) V F
κ ppo,Hq, ℓq �

V F
κ ppo,Hq, rq � V C

κ or (ii) V F
κ ppo,Hq, ℓq ¡ V F

κ ppo,Hq, rq � V C
κ . In case (i), we

have that xℓpo,Hq P rx̂ℓ, x̂κs and uκpxℓpo,Hqq � qpℓquκpx̂ℓq � qprqurpx̂rq � v,
with xrpo,Hq uniquely determined by uκpxrpo,Hqq � uκpxℓpo,Hqq. This case
obtains whenever v P rqprqruκpx̂ℓq � uκpx̂rqs, uκpx̂κq � qpℓquκpx̂ℓq � qprquκpx̂rqs
(part 3). In case (ii), we have that xℓpo,Hq � x̂ℓ, with xrpo,Hq uniquely deter-
mined by V F

κ ppo,Hq, rq � V C
κ . This case obtains if v ¤ qprqruκpx̂ℓq � uκpx̂rqs

(part 2). Note that since v ¡ 0, we have xrpo,Hq   x̂r.

Proofs Application 4. Let the state space be S � ts1, s2, s3u and the type space
be T � t1, 2, 3u. Feasible policies are independent of states and politicians’
types and are given by Y � tx P r0, 1s3 : °3

j�1 x
j � 1u. Transition probabilities

are independent of states and incumbents’ types and are such that ppsτ |xq � xτ
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for τ P t1, 2, 3u. Challenger selection probabilities are independent of states,
policies and incumbents’ types and are such that qptq � 1

3
for all t. The stage

utility of a τ -type voter or out of office politician from policy x in state s is
uτ ps, xq � uτ pxq, where uτ is single-peaked around x̂τ , where x̂

τ
τ � 1, as well as

symmetric.

We first establish our results for the case of interest groups for the status
quo.

Proposition 9. Consider the case of interest groups for the status quo. Then

1. In any deferential equilibrium politicians of type t implement policy x̂t in
state st.

2. Assume that b is large. Given any δ, there exists a deferential equi-
librium characterized by pα̌, α̂q with α̂ � 0. Furthermore, if Asqpδq is
the set of values of α̌ that characterize such equilibria under δ, then
limδÑ1 inf A

sqpδq � 1.

Proof. For part 1, suppose, without loss of generality due to symmetry, that a
1-type incumbent implements policy p1, 0, 0q when voter 1 is represented by an
interest group. Note that the incumbent is replaced only if voter 1 supports
the challenger. Since V B

1 ps1, 1, p1, 0, 0qq � u1p1,0,0q
1�δ

¥ V C
1 ps1, p1, 0, 0qq, policyp1, 0, 0q leads to reelection in any deferential equilibrium and 1-type politicians

implement this policy with probability 1.

For part 2, fix a deferential equilibrium characterized by pα̌, α̂q, where from
part 1, it follows that α̂ � 0. Suppose that the incumbent is of type 1 and that
voter 2 is represented by an interest group. The payoff to voter 2 from reelecting
the politician following policy p1� α̌, α̌, 0q is

V B
2 ps2, 1, p1� α̌, α̌, 0qq � α̌V F

2 ps2, 1q � p1� α̌qu2p1, 0, 0q
1� δ

.

Since symmetry implies that V F
2 ps2, 3q � V F

2 ps2, 1q, the payoff to voter 2 from
opting for the challenger following policy p1� α̌, α̌, 0q is

V C
2 ps2, p1� α̌, α̌, 0qq� 1

3
V B
2 ps2, 1, p1� α̌, α̌, 0qq � 1

3

�
α̌
u2p0, 1, 0q
1� δ

� p1� α̌qV F
2 ps1, 2q��1

3

�
α̌V F

2 ps2, 1q � p1� α̌qV F
2 ps1, 3q� .

Computations establish that V B
2 ps2, 1, p1 � α̌, α̌, 0qq ¥ V C

2 ps2, p1 � α̌, α̌, 0qq if
and only if

α̌u2p1� α̌, α̌, 0q � p1� α̌qu2p1� α̌, 0, α̌q � p1� α̌qu2pα̌, 1� α̌, 0q� α̌� δ � 2δα̌

1� δ
u2p0, 1, 0q � p1� α̌qp2� δq

1� δ
u2p1, 0, 0q ¥ 0. (29)
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First note that in any such equilibrium, it must be that

V B
2 ps2, 1, p1� α̌, α̌, 0qq � V C

2 ps2, p1� α̌, α̌, 0qq. (30)

If (30) does not hold, then there exists α̌1   α̌ such that V B
2 ps2, 1, p1�α̌1, α̌1, 0qq ¡

V C
2 ps2, p1� α̌1, α̌1, 0qq, contradicting the optimality of proposal p1� α̌, α̌, 0q for

1-type politicians. Second, we assume that b ¥ u1p1,0,0q�u1p0,1,0q
δ

, so that the
proposal p1� α̌, α̌, 0q is optimal for politicians of type 1 in state s2. Third, any
α̌ satisfying (30) characterizes a minimal winning symmetric equilibrium since
only the assent of voter 2 is required for the 1-type office holder to remain in
power. Since u2p1, 0, 0q   u2p0, 1, 0q, then�

V B
2 ps2, 1, p1� α̌, α̌, 0qq � V C

2 ps2, p1� α̌, α̌, 0qq� ���
α̌�0

  0.

Similarly, we have that�
V B
2 ps2, 1, p1� α̌, α̌, 0qq � V C

2 ps2, p1� α̌, α̌, 0qq� ���
α̌�1

� 0,

and hence there exists an equilibrium with α̌ P p0, 1s. Finally, it can be verified
that

lim
δÑ8 �

V B
2 ps2, 1, p1� α̌, α̌, 0qq � V C

2 ps2, p1� α̌, α̌, 0qq� � 0 if and only if α̌ � 1.

We now establish our results for the case of interest groups for change.

Proposition 10. Consider the case of the case of interest groups for change
and assume that b is high. Given any δ, there exists a deferential equilibrium
characterized by pα̌, α̂q with α̌ � α̂ � α such that α P p 1

2
, 1q. Furthermore, if

Achpδq is the set of values of α that characterize such equilibria under δ, then
limδÑ1 supA

chpδq   1.

Proof. Suppose that the incumbent is of type 1 and that voter 2 is represented by
an interest group. Consider a deferential equilibrium characterized by α. Since
V F
2 ps1, 1q � 1

2
V F
2 ps2, 1q � 1

2
V F
2 ps3, 1q, the payoff to voter 2 from reelecting the

incumbent following policy p1� α, α, 0q is given by

V B
2 ps2, 1, p1� α, α, 0qq � αV F

2 ps2, 1q � p1� αq �1
2
V F
2 ps2, 1q � 1

2
V F
2 ps3, 1q� .

Since by symmetry we have that V F
2 ps1, 2q � V F

2 ps2, 2q � u2pα,1�α,0q
1�δ

, V F
2 ps2, 3q �

V F
2 ps2, 1q and V F

2 ps1, 3q � V F
2 ps3, 1q, the payoff to voter 2 from opting for the

challenger following policy p1� α, α, 0q is given by

V C
2 ps2, p1� α, α, 0qq � 1

3
V B
2 ps2, 1, p1� α, α, 0qq � 1

3

u2pα, 1� α, 0q
1� δ�1

3

�
αV F

2 ps2, 1q � p1� αqV F
2 ps3, 1q� .
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Computations establish that V B
2 ps2, 1, p1 � α, α, 0qq ¥ V C

2 ps2, p1 � α, α, 0qq if
and only if

V F
2 ps2, 1q � �

1� δα

1� δ � 2δα

�
u2p1� α, α, 0q

1� δ
� �

δp1� αq
1� δ � 2δα

�
u2p1� α, 0, αq

1� δ¥ u2pα, 1� α, 0q
1� δ

. (31)

First, note that as above, (30) holds. Second, we assume b ¥ u1p1,0,0q�u1p0,1,0q
δ

,
so that the proposal p1 � α, α, 0q is optimal for politicians of type 1 in state
s2. Third, any α satisfying (30) characterizes a minimum winning symmetric
equilibrium. To see this, it is sufficient to verify that voter 1 supports a 1-type
incumbent in state 2 following policy p1� α, α, 0q. By computations similar to
those above and exploiting symmetry, we have that

V B
1 ps2, 1, p1� α, α, 0qq � V C

1 ps2, p1� α, α, 0qq� u2pα, 1� α, 0q � ��
1� 3

4
α



V F
2 ps2, 1q � 3

4
αV F

2 ps3, 1q�� 3

4
α
�
V F
2 ps2, 1q � V C

2 ps3, 1q�¡ 0,

where the second equality follows by (30).

Finally, since u2p1� α, α, 0q is increasing in α, u2p1� α, 0, αq is maximized
at α � 1

2
, u2pα, 1 � α, 0q is decreasing in α, V F

2 ps2, 1q|α� 1

2

  u2p 12 , 1
2
, 0q and

V F
2 ps2, 1q|α�1 ¡ u2p1, 0, 0q, then such an equilibrium exists and it must be that

α P p 1
2
, 1q. Finally, it can be verified that

lim
δÑ8 �

V B
2 ps2, 1, p1� α, α, 0qq � V C

2 ps2, p1� α, α, 0qq� � 0 only if α   1.
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